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ANALYTICAL DERIVATION AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF SHORT-BEARING 
APPROXIMATION FOR FULL JOURNAL BEARINGS ! 
By GEORGE B. D uBO I S and FRED \N. 0 VIRK 
SUMMARY 
An approximate analytical solution including the effect oj 
end leakage jrom the oil film oj Sh01't plain bearings is presented 
because oj the importance oj endwise flow in sleeve bearings oj 
the short lengths commonly used. The analytical approximation 
is supported by expe1'imental data, re ulting in charts which 
jacilitate analy i oj short plain bea1'ing. The analytical ap-
pToximation includes the endwise flow and that paTt oj the cir-
cumjerential flow which is related to uTjace velocity (md film 
thickness but neglects the effect oj film pTessure on the ciTcumjer-
ential flow. I n practical use, this appToximation applies best 
to bea1'ings having a length-diameter Tatio up to 1, and the effects 
oj elastic deflection, inlet oil pTessure, and changes oj cleamnce 
with temperature minimize the Telative importcmce oj the neg-
lected term. The analytical approximation was jound to be an 
extension oj a little-known pre sUTe-dislribution junction orig-
'inally proposed by ]Ylichell and Oardullo . 
The experimental data on a 1 %-inch shaft at speeds jrom 500 
to 6,000 1'pm and bearing loads up to 900 pounds per square inch 
are in u ejul agreement with the analytical curves jor length-
diameter mtios oj X, }f, and 1. Single lines applying to lid 
ratio up to 1 are obtained by using basic nondimensional quan-
tities derivedjrom the theoretical analysis. The reciprocal of th e 
load number is the Sommerjeld number times the quare oj the 
length-diameter mtio. The jriction ratio enables the jriction 
to be estimated directly jrom the P etroff jriction calculated at no 
load, avoiding the use oj a jriction coefficient. The oil flow 
jactor reduces oil flow to a single line when plotted against an 
empirical modijication oj the load numbe1'. lvIethod are also 
discu ed jor approximating a maximum bearing temperature 
jor pressure-lubricated bearings and jor evaluating the effect oj 
deflection or misalinement on the eccentricity ratio at the ends 
of a bearing. 
INTRODUCTION 
The end leakao-e of oil flow has a predominant effect on 
narrow plain bearing, and an approximate solution including 
end-leakage effects would be u efuL The following- analytical 
and experimental investigation of uch a solution was con-
ducted at the School of Mechanical Engineering of Oornell 
nivel' ity, Ithaca, New York, under the spon or hip and 
with the financial aid of the National AdvisOl'Y Committee 
for Aeronautics. 
Most investigator have based their functions on exact 
or appro:ximate mathematical solutions of Reynold' equation 
(ref. 1): 
~(h3ap)+~(h3aP)=6 u ah 
ax ax az az fJ. ax 
(1) 
King bury (ref_ 2) determined the pressure distribution in 
the oil flim of finite journal bearings ati fying equation (1) 
by an experimental electrical analogy. Christopherson 
(ref. 3) determined tbe ftlm pre sure in journal bearing of 
finite length by utilizing the mathematical method of 
"relaxation." Cameron and Wood (ref. 4) have extended the 
work of Chri topherson to how the effect of length-diameter 
ratio on eccentricity ratio, attitude angle, and friction 
coefficient. In all ca es, these olutions are given to expre s 
natural phenomena in the oil film on the basi of R eynold ' 
as ump tion regarding lubrication, the mo t important 
as ump tion being that certain terms in the generalized 
Navier-Stokes equations (refs. 5 and 6) for flow in a viscou 
fluid may be neglected. 
olu tions of Reynolds' equation, often termed approximate 
solution, have been realized by con idel'ing either the second 
term or the fust term of the left ide of equation (1) equal 
to zero. uch solu tions for pres ure distribution give 
considerably implified mathematical relationship among 
the variable. They are exact solution in the ense that 
they satisfy equation (1) for the ca e of a bearing of infinite 
all.rJ.al length on the one hand and for the infinitely hort 
bearing on the other hand. However, they are regarded as 
approximate olu tions when u ed to determine the pressure 
di tribution in bearing of finite length. 
ommerfeld (ref. 7) and HaITi on (ref. ) presented a 
olu tion for journal bearing by as uming aplaz= O, thus 
eliminatino- the econd of the left-hand terms of equation (1)_ 
Such an assumption state that there i no endwise flow as 
in the case of an infinitely long bearing. 
Michell (ref. 9) ugge ted a solu tion for the jou1'l1al bearing 
by droppino. the fir t of the left-band terms in R eynolds' 
equation. Cardullo (ref. 10) presented this olution as 
giving the pressw-e di tribution in journal bearings of finite 
length u ually found in engineering practice. 
Because th e Michell-Cardullo sol ution neglects the first 
of the left-hand terms in equation (1), it has been regarded 
a limited to bearings of infinitely Sl;lOl:t length. However, 
a indicated in the detailed treatmen t of this report, this 
as umption include end,vise flow and that part of the 
circumferential flow which i proportional to journal urface 
1 Incorporates most of information contained in N A A T N 280 , II hort-B earing Approximation for Full Journal B earings" by F. \V. cVlrk, 1952, aTief N ACA r.rN 2809, ClE 'Xp rim ental 
Iuvestigation of Eccentricity Ratio, Friction , and Oil Flow of Short Journal Bearings" by G. B . 1 uBois and 1<. W. Ocv irk, 1952. 
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v elocity and varying film thickness bu t neglects tbe effect 
of oil film pressure on the circumferential flow . 
Experimental m easurement of pressure distribution in 
finite journal bearings were obtained by M cK ee and M cKee 
(ref. 11) ometim e after the mathematical t reatments of 
Michell and Cardullo were pu blisbed and discussed . On 
comparison , it was shown that th e theoretical ommerfeld-
H an·i on di tribution was not in agreement with the experi-
mental data. Bradrord and Gmnder (ref. 12), after con-
du cting experimen ts, also demonstrated tha t the Harrison 
theory did no t agree for fin ite ca es. Almo t no effor t was 
made to compare the Mi ch ell-Cardullo theory with th e 
experiments altho ugh a ·ommen t was made by H er ey in 
reference 1] that Rou e had found the Mich ell-Cardullo 
theory to be in better agreement with experiment titan ,vas 
the Sommerfeld-Har riso n theory. 
This r eport extends the short-bearing pre m e-distribution 
function of Michell and Cardullo to give equations for the 
variou bearing characteri tics. Thi short-bearing approxi-
mation makes available formulas relating eccentricity ratio 
to a pplied load, aUi tude angle, angular posit ion of peak 
film pre sure, friction, required oil flow , and th e ratio of 
peak film pressure to unit pres ure on projected a rea. Basic 
nondim en ional quantitie aIled the load number, the 
capaci ty number, tbe fri ction ra t io , and th e oil flow facto r 
are derived which simplify the prediction of hort-bearing 
performan ce. 
Experimental oil film pressure data obtained by ~[cKee 
and M cKee (ref. 11 ) and DuBoi , Mabie, and Ocvi rk: (ref. 13) 
indicate that the hort-bearing pres m e-di t ribution function 
is in reasonable agreement wi th natural phenomena for 
bearings having a length-diameter rat io near J. This 
agreem ent motivated the experimen tal program of this 
report to provid e bearing-performance data for compar-
i on with the analytical curves from th e hor t-bearing 
approximation . 
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SYMBOLS 
capacity number, S (~y= Il;' (~y (~y 
IlN ' (d)2 (l)2 inlet pressure capacity number, p--; C;; d 
constant of integration 
load number 
diametral clearance, 2cr, in. 
diametral clearance ratio 
radial clearance, in. 
radial clearance ratio 
bearing diameter, in . 
eccentricity of journal and bearing axes, in . 
circumferential bearing fri ction force und er load , Ib 
fri ction ratio 
friction calibration factor , in-Ib/in. mercury 
cil"cumferential bearing friction force at zero load , 
Ib ,27f"2p.N'ld (d/cd) 
friction coeffi cient, F/P 
f . 
h 
hmtn 
k 
l 
lid 
M t 
m 
N 
N' 
n 
P 
pmax 
po 
ps 
p' 
Q 
Q, 
Q' 
q 
S 
T 
U 
u, v, w 
x,y, Z 
a 
8 
fri ction variable, j (~) (~y 
local fluid film thicknes , in. 
fluid film thicknes at clo e t approach, cr (1- n), ill . 
peak-pres ure ratio . Pmax/P' 
bearing length , in. 
leng t h-diameter ratio 
friction torq ue, in-Ib 
integer 
journal peed , rpm 
journal peed , rp 
eccen tricity ratio or attitude, etc, 
horizontal component of eccentricity ratio 
vertical component of eccentricity rat io 
applied central load, Ib 
components of applied load parallel and normal to 
line of centers of journal and bearino-, Ib 
local fluid film p·es ure, lb /sq In. 
peak pressm in fluid film, Ib /sq in. 
oil pressure at inlet to b earing, Ib /sq in. 
pre ure at 8= 0 and 7f" in theory of bearing with-
out endwi e flow, lb /sq in. 
uni t pre sure on proj ected area, lb / q in. 
ra to of total oi l flow from bearing, in.3/sec 
rate of fluid flow required for co nverging oil film , 
in.3/ eo 
rate of oil flow , Ib /min 
N ' 
oil [-tow factor, Q/Q,= Q/7f"dlcd"2 n=q,,/n 
required oi l flow number , Qr/7f"dlcd"2 
flow per uni t t ime in x- and z-clirections, in.3/ ec 
bearing radius, in. 
Sommerfeld number , ~ - -N'(d)? P Cel 
tempe rature, OF 
surface speed of journal , in./sec 
10 al fluid film velocitie in X- , y- , and z-direction , 
in. /sec 
coordinate 
ani<le mea ured from load line to location of peak 
film pres m e, deg 
angle mea ured from maximum film thickne s 
angle mea ured from location of maximum film 
th ickness to location of peak film pres ure, deg 
abso lu te yiscosity of fluid , reyns or centi-
poise /(6.9 X 106) 
fluid shearing tre s in x- and z-direction , lb jsq in. 
attitude angle, angle between load line anclline of 
cen t~ r of journal and bearing, deg 
ANALYTI CAL DETERMINATION OF PRESS RE DISTRIBUTION 
IN SHORT JOURNAL BEARINGS 
The early portion of th followin g analy i embodies the 
assumption and analytical rea oning employed by R eynold 
(ref. 1) to y ield equation (1) . 
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ANALYSIS FOLLOWING REYNOLDS' METHOD 
When acted upon by a normal central load , the roLa ting 
journal i made to displace with 1'e pect to the staLionary 
bearing uch that the clem ent of fluid elx, ely, and dz of 
figure 1 move in a converging film of oil . B ecau (' th e fluid 
i vi co u , the rotating journal causes the element Lo flow 
into the wedge at a circumferential velo 'ity u; since the oil 
fUm i of finite exten t in the axial direction of the bearing, 
the clement ba a velocity w in the endwise direction. 
Both bearing and journal ar of length l and diameter cl 
or radius r. The journal ro tate at a constan t angular 
velocity having a surface velocity of U with respect to the 
stationary bearing surface. B ecause t be centers of the 
bearing 0 and the journal 0' arc di placed by an amount e, 
th e oil film will b e of varill bIe thiclmess h. It is assumed 
tha t the circumferential dimension of the film may be 
unwrapped such that t he fluid is essentially moving between 
urfaces, one of which may be considered a plane. The 
coord inate x, y , and 2 are cho en a hown in figure 1 such 
that th e x-direction is circumferential , th e y-diTectioni 
radial, and Lhe 2-dir ction is measured from tbe cen ter of 
Lhe bea ring parallel to tbe bearing and journal axes. 
Figure 2 shows the forces which are a sumed to act on the 
fluid element in laminar flow at an arbitrary location in Lhe 
converging oil film. In both x- and z-directions it j as-
sumed tha t hearing stresses T x and T z and normal pressure 
p are acting a hown. In the x-direction, for example, two 
hearing vectors and two normal vectors are assumed ; In 
Eccentricity, e 
,Min. oil f ilm 
-.-----fl'_.t hickness 
" Rototing journal 
/ ,---Stationary bearing 
! ' 
h._~--.;---==+--~ 
Z---.t---0~~~=7. -----L 
: x FlUId element ---- -
\Fluid element 
F IGURE l.- Fluid element in converg ing oil film of cylindrical beari ng 
wi t h endwi e flow . 
U /' (Tx + aa~ dY) dx dz (. a ) 
~ (,\z+$dY dxdz 
~I: dy (p + ~ dZJdX dY 'rbfJ~ P dx dy P dy dz I ~ v \ I ---- "-- P + P dx dydz / /- - -I V f( a ) \ ..1' /' ' ~Ox /' . y~ -' Y . Tx dx dz-:: -----1 -j dz v '- TZ dx dz 
/' 1/ ; .' u 
/ x " :;Velocity vectors x 
z z w of element 
(0) (b) 
( ) I d' t' I OTz op a n x- Irec Ion w lere oy =ox · (b) In z-direction where ~T'=~p. v y v z 
F IGU RE 2.- Ass um ed forces a cting 00 fluid element. 
the general ca e, two additional shearing vectors should be 
hown acting on the ide of the clement, but the e are 
con idered negligible. 
Assuming that static equilibrium of an incompre ible 
fluid prevails and that, inertia force are negligible, the 
ummation of forces in the x-direction and eparately in 
the z-direction result in the following relation hips between 
hearing and normal pre SLu·e. In the following di cussion , 
because of similar mathematical t reatment , equation apply-
ing in the 2-direction 111' developed in parallel wiLh equation 
in the x-direction. Thu 
(2) 
(2a) 
The shearing t re acting between layers of vi cous fluid 
in laminar flow i depen dent upon the inver e lope of Lhe 
velocity profile as o-iven below: 
(3) 
(3a) 
wh ere J.i. i the ab olu te viscosity of the fluid . 
Differentiating equations (3) and (3a) with 1'e pect to y 
and substituting in equations (2) and (2a) give 
02U op 
J.i. oy2= OX 
02W op 
J.i. oy2 = o z 
(4) 
(4a) 
Equations (4) and (4a) arc in tegrated to give variations of 
velocities u and w with respect to y (velocity profUe ) by 
a surning that the vi cosity and pressure are con tant 
throughout the oil film thiclmes. Thus, J.i. , op/ox, and 
op/oz are con tants with re pect to y. As urning that no 
slip exists between fluid and bearing urface, the boundary 
condition are: u= o and w= O at y= O; u= U and w=o 
at y = h. In tegra Ling eq uations (4) and (4a) yields 
Uy 1 op 
u=-+ -- -- y (y -h) h 2J.i. ox 
1 op 
w=----y(y-h) 
2J.i. 0 2 
(5) 
(5a) 
The forms of equations (5) and (5a) how that the velocity 
profile are parabolic. It may be seen that for the velocity 
profile in the circllmferen tial direction the fi7'st term oj 
equation (5) gives a linear velocity profile indi caLed by the 
dashed line in figure 3 and the econd term makes the profile 
paraboli c. 
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y 
w 
(0) x (b) z 
(a) I n x-direction where u=~l!+ 21J.L ~~ y(y-h). 
(b) I n z-direc lion " 'here w=;J.L ~~ y(y-h). 
FIGURE 3.-Veloeity p rofi le in oil fil m. 
1 
hdy--I _  
(0) (b) 
(a) I n x-d irection where qz=(~h - /;1' ~~)dz. 
(b) In z-direetion where q,= (-;::3 ~~) ax . 
(dx 
FIGUHE 4.-Quantity of fl o\\- PCI' unit t ime through elemental plane. 
h 
FIG U RE. 5.-Quan t it ies of fl ow entering and lcaving fluid elcment as 
given by ~~ dx+ ~~. dz = O. 
The velocity profile may be u ed to determine the 
quanLi lies of fluid flow pel' un iL of time in the x- and z-direc-
Lion. The quantity qx is Lhe flow in the x-direction lhrough 
a t ransver e plane baving the area h dz; the quantity qz 
is the flow in the z-direction lhrough an area h dx a hown 
in figure 4. These quanLiLies may be expre ed a follows: 
(6) 
( " (11,3 0 ) qz= Jo w dy dx= -12/l O~ dx (6a) 
Consideril1g Lbe flow of fluid through an elemenlal volume 
of dim en ions h, dJ, and dz as shown in fi O'ure 5, an equation 
of conLinuity of flow may be writLen inee i t i required 
Lhat the quantity enLering mu t be equal Lo the quantit), 
leaving. A steady state of flow i a sumed. Tbu , 
oqx dx+ oq. dz= O 
o x oz (7) 
Equation (7) indicates that t he increase of the rate of 
flow in one direction is equal 0 the decrea e in tb e rate of 
flow in the other direction. ub tituting in equation (7) 
the proper derivative of equations (6) and (6a) and assum-
ing that the visco ity is con tant in all regions of tbe fluid 
result in R eynold ' equation in the form of equation (1). 
PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIO FOR S H ORT B EARING 
The following analy i results in tbe pre ure-distribu tion 
function as given by ::'1ichell and Cardullo. The principal 
implifying assumption mad e in thi analy j i one regard-
ing equaLion (6) for the flow in the x-direction, namely, that, 
of the two right-hand terms, the econd i negligible com-
pared with Lhe firsL. R eferring to figure 3 (a), the fir t 
term represe nt the flow as given by the area of the tri-
angular portion of Lhe velocity profile; the area of the 
profile between tbe dashed line and the parabolic curve is 
con idered to be mall by comparison. This doe not mean 
that op /ox is nece al'ily mall, bu t that the term h3/ 12/l(Op/ox) 
is small . Thus, it i assumed tbat 
( ) 
Comparing equation ( ) with equation (6), it may be een 
that the as llmption made re ults event ually in t he omis-
sion of the fir t of the left-hand terms in R eynold' equation 
(eq. (1)). The oluLion which follows will therefore include 
that part of tb e circumferential flow proporLional to journal 
surface velociLy and varying film thickne s but will neglect 
Lhe effect of circumferential pres ure O'radient on thi flow. 
Any change in circumferential flow will di rectly influence 
the axial flow aneL the axial pre ure gradient. 
The shape of Lhe bearing as given by the length l and the 
diameter cl affeet the relationship between Lhe circumfer-
ential and axial pressure gradients. Bo th gradienLs depend 
upon the di Lance from the point of maximum .film pre sure 
to a boundary where the pre ure i zero. For the cir-
cumferen tial gradien t this di tance i related to 7rcl/4 and it 
i related to l/2 for the axial gradient. Thu , a l become 
small compared with d, the circumferential gradien t become 
small compared with the axial gradient. 
eglectillD' he effec t of circumferenLial pre m e gradient 
on the flow , the rates of change of flow in tb e l,- and z-
direction are given by differentia ting eq uaLion ( ) and (6a): 
(9) 
(9a) 
Equation (9) is a re ult of tbe above as umption and 
indicate that, wb en the flow i into the converging oil 
film, tbe decrease in flow in the circumferential direction is 
due primarily to a decrea e in film thickne. ub tituting 
equation (9) and (9a) in Lhe continuity equation (7) results 
in the simple diff rential equation: 
~ (11,3 OP)= 6 U Oh 
oz oz /l OT (10) 
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l~efelTing to R eynold ' equation (eq. (1» it i een that 
equation (10) lack the fir t left-hand term. ince h i not 
a function of z, eq uation (10) may be wTitten: 
(lOa) 
FUTther , since none of the terms on the right-hand ide of 
equation (lOa) are function of z, double [integration gIve 
6J.LU d h Z 2 
P=J;3 dx 2+01 Z + 0 2 
The con tant of integration at may be evaluated from the 
boundary condition that dp/dz= O at z= O for ymmetrical 
flow about the transverse plane of symmetry at t he center of 
t he baring. From th condition that pre SUTes at the end 
of the bearing are at the atmospheric datum ot zero gao-e 
pressure, O2 may be determined from p= O at Z= ±l/2. 
Thu the pro ure d istribut ion a a function of x and z i 
g iven by 
(11) 
ince dx = r dO , equat ion (11) may be given in polar coordi-
nate 
_3 J.L U dh ( 2_~) 
p - rh3 dO z 4 (11 a) 
For the journal axis displaced e with respect to the bearing 
axi , the film thickne may be approximated by 
h= cT+ e co O= cT(1 + n cos 0) (12) 
where CT i the radial clearance and n is the eccentricity rat io, 
or attitude of the journal with re pect to bearing, given by 
the ratio e/cT • As shown in figure 1, 0 i mea ured from the 
tation where the film i of maximum thickness. Thus 
dh . 
- =-cn mO do T (12a) 
U b tituting equation (12) and (12a) in equation (lla) 
3J.LU (F 2) n in 0 
p= rc T2 4- z (1 + n cos 0)3 (13) 
Expression (13) show that the pre sure distribution is 
parabolic in the z-direction and sinusoidal in the circum-
ferential direction giving zero pre ures at Z= ±l/2 and 
8= m7r where m is an integer. Fio-ure 6 how the approxi-
mate forms of the di tribution in the x- and z-direction . 
EXTENSION OF ANALY SIS RESULTING IN BEARING 
PERFORMANCE CHARA CTERISTICS 
di eu ed in another eetion of thi report, experi-
mental data show that the pre ure-distribu tion function as 
given by equation (13) is in good agreement with shor t-
journal-bearing behavior. Thi apparen t agreement has 
led to the extension of the analy i to include the determina-
tion of other bearing characteris tic, given below, which 
the pre sure-distribution function makes po sible. 
+P 
+p 
+Z~ ____ -+ ______ r-Z 
1. 
2 
- p (0) (b) 
- p 
(a) I n x-direction . (b) In z-di rectiol1. 
FIGURE 6.- Pressure distr ibution in a full cylindrical bearing as given 
b _ 3p.U (~_ Z2) n in 0 • 
Y p- r cr2 4 (1 +n cos 0)3 
, 
, 
y 
\ pr dB dz 
,--Min. oil film thickness 
, (closest opprooch) 
,,-Direction of lood 
p 
FIGURE 7.- ystem of coo rdin ates chosen for in tegrat ion of pre sures 
and deter mination of att it ude angle <p. 
EXTENT OF PRES UR E I FULL CYUNDRI CAL BEARINGS 
A shown in figure 6 the circumferential pre ure di tri-
bution given by equa tion (13) i po itive in the conver o-ing 
film 0< 0< 7r and i nega tive in th e diverging film 7r < 0< 27r. 
The maximum negative pre ure i hown to b equal in 
magni tude to th m aximum positive pressure, a condi tion 
which doe not appear t o exist excep t in very lightly loaded 
bearing . A negative pre sure of sm all ma gnitude not ex-
ceeding that of atmospheric pressure, as shown by the 
da h ed line in figure 6, is possible. I n the absence of a high 
datum pres ure, the negative pre ures are a sumed to be of 
negligible magnitude. It is a umed for moderately and 
heavily loaded bearings tha t th e po itive pre ure region 
from 0= 0 to 0= 7r , as given by equation (13), carrie the 
total load. 
CAP ACI TY UMB E R Cn AND LOAD NUM BE R llCn 
The external load P may be r elated to pressures induced in 
the oil film by performing certain integrations. Choo ing X-
and Y -axes as shown in figure 7, the integration of pressures 
on th e journal in the directions of the e axe will give com-
ponent Px and Pl' of th re ultan t force which i equal to P . 
The integral expressions for Px and P y are 
{ "J I/2 Px = - 2J o 0 prcose dO d z 
{ "J I/2 PY = 2J o 0 pr sin e de dz 
Substituting equation (13) for p and integrating with 
re pect to z: 
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P
x
=_ /1 UP ( "11 in () cos () dO 
2c r 2 J o (l +ncos0)3 
P =-- dO /1 U l3J " n sin
2 e 
y 2cr2 0 (1 + n cos 0)3 
Employing omm CJ'feld ' m ath em a ti cal te hniqu e 
app endix), t h e in tegrations wi th r espect to 0 yield 
P _ /1 U l3 n 2 
x-~ ( l -n2)2 
The applied load is given by 
ub tituting P=p' l d and U= 7r dN' give 
/1N ' (~)2 (i)2 
p' Cd d 
(14) 
(14a) 
( ee 
(15) 
(15a ) 
(16) 
T h e left-hand term i a grouping of bearinO" vari ables in 
nondimen ional form and is seen to b e dep enden t upon the 
eccentri city ra tio , or attitud e, n . Thi term i th e capacity 
number On and m ay b e r ecognized as th e Sommerfeld number 
time th e quar e of th e leng th-diameter ratio. Thu 
(17) 
Equation (1 7) indi ca tes that the curve of eccen tri city ratio 
a a fun ction of th e known b earing variables in th e capaci ty 
number i a single line for differ ent lid ratios . E ccen trici ty 
ra tio may also be hown a a fun ction of th e load number 
l iOn giving a CUTve of n as n, direction fun ction of load . 
ATTITUDE ANGLE q, 
The n,ngular position of the lin e of action of the load P wi th 
r espect to the loca tion of th e minimum film thickness, or 
poin t of close t appron,ch , j the att itud e angle ¢ , as shown 
in fi gure 7, whi ch mn,y b e determin ed from : 
Py 
tan¢= -p 
x 
(18) 
Figure show the joumal b em'ing r eoriented such tha t 
t h e load line of ac tion is v erti cal. 
As hown in equn,tion (1 8), th e atti tude angle dep ends 
directly on eccentricity ratio such tbn,t a single polar curve 
of n agains t ¢ applies for differ ent lid ratio . 
~ 
, 
8moK 
---Min. oil film thickness 
(closest opprooch) 
--- ------- -- Peok pressure 
cp 
FIG R E .-Diagram . howi ng atti tude angle q" maximulll-pr ure 
angle 8ma : , and peak-p res u re angle <x. 
FRICTI O RATIO F IF , AND FRICTION VAn l ABLE f . 
B ecause of the a umed linear velocity profile in the oil 
film in the circumfer ential direction, th e hearing tre s at 
any location 0 m ay be expressed a 
U 
= /1 T 
The circumferen t ial friction force F may b e evaluated by 
the following integral: 
( 2" U 
= Jo /1 h lr do 
With h=cT (1 +n cos 0), then 
/1 U lr ( 2" dO 
F= - cT- J o (1 +n co 0) 
(19) 
The coeffi cient of friction j i commonly d efined as th e 
ratio of fri ction force to th e applied load: 
F 1= ]5 
/1 U lr 27r 
= P CT (1-n2)I /2 
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J.= j (£) (£Y 
(20) 
The fir t equivalent of j . in equation (20) is the fri ction 
variable r epresenting a nondimen ional grouping of b earing 
variables including th e coeffi cien t of friction . The friction 
variable is ba ically dep endent upon the eccen tricity ratio as 
indicated by th e last equivalen t which also include th e 
capacity number. ince capacity number i a function of 
n, fri ction variable may b e plotted aga ins t capacity number 
or load number . 
Ano th er nondimen ional number including th e circumfer-
en t ial fri c tion force F may be determined from equation (19) 
as follow : 
(21) 
(22) 
F riction forcc Fo i th e well-known P etroff valu e of friction 
force at zero load. The fri ction ratio FIFo as g iven by equ a-
tion (2 1) show th e incr ea e in fri ction force a bove th e 
P etroff value a incr ea ing load is applied . \. s ingle curve 
applicable to alillcl ra tios r es LilL from plo tting fri ction ratio 
with capacity number or load number. Plo tting FIFo wi th 
load numb er shows directly tb e incr ease in friction with load. 
ince friction rat io i nondimetl sional, i t applie to fri ction 
torq Li e a well as fri c ion force. 
OIL FLOW UMBER qn AND OIL FLOW FACTOR q 
E quation (6a) m ay be u ed to determine th e r ate of oil 
fl ow disch arging from th e two end of t be convergin O" wedge. 
Propel' sub t i tu tion for h a nd dplclz gives th e followin g 
express ion for th e a"rj al flow at a ny poinL in th e oil film: 
Ucrnz QZ= - 2- in odo 
At the end of the bearing: 
Ucrnl ( qz=±l/~) = ± - 4- in OdO 
The above equation indicate that the axial flow will be 
o utward from th e bearing in the r egion of the co nvergmg 
film O< O< 7r where the pre ures ar c posit ive. They al 0 
show that in ord er to develop negative pre m e in the film 
at 7r < O< 27r the oil flow mu t be axially inward . A r eservoir 
of fluid m u t be ava ilable at the end of the bearing a a 
295042-54- 2 
ource of upply. The r ate of ou tward axial oil flow at the 
end of th e b earing from th e r egion of posi tive pre UTe 1S 
g iven by th e following in tegral : 
=Ucrnl 
(23) 
Equation (23) gives th e flow which i the re ult of hydro-
dynamic action of the load-carrying film in the converging 
wedge, and it i seen to depend upon the eccen tricity ratio n. 
A suming an ou wa rd or p o itive flow from th e diverging 
wedge, th e rate of flow to be supplied to the bearing through 
an inlet hole or grooves on th e unloaded side of th e b earin g 
must be equ al to or O"reater than that O"iven b)' Or in equation 
(23) which may be looked upon as the required ra te of flow 
for the converging film. Equation (23) in Lhe following 
nondimensional form i the required oil fl ow number : 
q" (24) 
The required oil flow number j een to be numerically 
equal to the eccen tricity ratio. The curves of q" against GIL 
and n again t 0" are identical. 
The total rate of flow Q in clu des th e po it ive flow from the 
unl(}adect area of the bearing as well as th e flow fr0111 t he 
converging fUm and should therefore be greate r than Or for 
proper performan ce of the bearing. Th e ratio of total ra te 
of flow to the required rate is termed the oil fl ow factor q: 
q Q Qr 
Q 
PEAK·PRESS RE RATIO k 
(25) 
The peak pressure in the fluid film m ay be de Lermined from 
equation (13) at z= O and O= O",ax, where Omax i th e angular 
position of m aximum film pre ure. Differentiating equation 
(1 3) with respect to 0 and m aximizing: 
(26) 
The ra tio of p eak pressure to Lhe uni t pressure, wh ere uniL 
pres m e p' i defined as the load d ivided by the projected 
ar ea of the bearing, i termed peak-pre ure r aL io k: 
(27) 
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----- Model 2; experimental 
3,000f- - - - ---- - Shorl- beor ing theory (n=OAI5), eq. (13) f--f--
f------ Sommerfeld theory; bearings f--f--
with no endwise flow (n =0.106), eq. (33) 2,5001--t--t--+---t-t--j-+--t:--=-I----=t~r_=_:.:;...:.:'O"':":::...:,:..::..:..j.___.j~ .~ f--cp =60" Mod~1 2f--
g I I Closest +-+-1----1 
'- . t..--r-..... opprooch-~- 2,oOOI--t--t--+--+---j1--1 Loot "7 = ~v~f\ 
~ f--+-+-4-~~-~-z=o _~ \~I-+-4-~~ 
~ 1,500 1-~0:Z=1/4 in. \l~ 
g '~-4-+~~/-/A~~~~ ~ ~~~~I~ 
<:> 1.000.- 1 A~' I---~t ~- -Z=I/~ I:n. \ \~ - r-----500 :='Jtr]~~ I- :-=~deI2 \ ~ -
_ ~rYrTT z=3/~i~ '~ _ \ 1\\ 
- ---- ~ ~ -'\ ~ .\\ 
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
8 for model 2 and Sommerfeld curves, deg 
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
8 for short - bearing curves, deg 
FIG HE 9.-Comparison of theoretical pressure distribution " 'ith expcr-
imental pressure dis tribution of model 2 of r eferen ce 13. Load, 
2,200 pounds; speed , 5,000 rpm ; average tempe rature, 1970 F ; vis-
cosity , 2.42 X 10- 6 reyn ; bearing length, 1% incbes; bearing diameter , 
1% inche ; radial clearan ce aL 1970 F, 0.001 inch. 
Since 8",ax and On are functions of 11., peak-pre sure ratio 
will plot as a ingle lin against capacity number 01' load 
number. 
PEAK-PR ESSUR E ANGLE a 
The angular position of the location of peak pre Ul'C with 
1'e pect to the load line is the peak-pre urc angle a a hown 
in figure Peak-pressure angle may be determined from 
the following expression: 
(2 ) 
Equations (18), (26) , and (2 ) how that peak-,pl'e me 
angle i directly dependent on ecccntl'ici t~- ratio. However, 
since n is a function of On, a may be plotted with capacity 
number or load number to O'ive a single line. 
Analyt.ical curves as given by the foregoing equations are 
shown plotted in figures 9 t.o 19. Although the eccen tricit~­
ratio n i the fundamental variable in all of the equations, it 
is useful in almost all in tances to plot curve u inO' capacity 
number 0", or load number 1/ (Yn, as the basic variable becau e 
it can be obtained from the known variables of load, percl, 
clearance, l id ratio, and vi cosity in nonclimensional form. 
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL CURVES WITH 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Figure 9 compare the analytical oil film preSSUl'e di tl'ibu-
tion from equation (13) with the pressure di tribution experi-
mentally measured by DuBoi , Mabie, and Ocvirk (ref. 13). 
These data were tak n on a 1 %- by HI -inch bearing operating 
at 5,000 rpm with a load of 2,200 pound. The clo e agree-
ment hown for ljd= 1 ugge ted further inve tigation. The 
pressure di tribution in the oil film given by equation (13) 
i also shown in figure 10 for compari on with experim ntal 
data by McKee and McKee (ref. 11) for a l-inch-long by 
Ys-incb-cliameter bearing at speed up to 592 rpm and a load 
of 25 pounds. 
Cm'ves of peak-pre ure ratio from equation (27) and 
peak-pressure angle from equation (2 ) are hown a a 
function of capacity number in figure 11 and 12. The 
experimental value were obtained from pre me di trlbu-
tions of figures 9 and 10. An interesting featW'e i that the 
maximum angular eli placement of the peak pressure as 
given by a is approximately 20° at n ~0.4 and 0 ,,=0.15. 
For compari on, if the extent of the oil film i considered to 
be 360°, as in the . ommerfeld olution, the value of a 
l'eache a maximum of 90° at 1I. = l.0. 
The relatively close agreement hO"'n by the data on 
pre sure eli tribution and the rather meager amount of data 
available on eccen tric di placement of the haft in t.he 
joW'nal encouraged the establishment of an e:-..-perimental 
program to provide data for compari on with the analytical 
curves. Th e greater part of the experimental data in figW"e 
13 to 19 was obtained by this investigation on a li-inch-
diameter bearing ,vith length-diameter ratio of 1, }t and X, 
speed of 500 to 6,000 rpm, and unit bearing pre sure on 
projected area up to 900 pound per square inch. Descrip-
tion of the experimental apparatu and te ts i given later in 
this report. Certain experimental data on oil flow b~- :\IcKee 
(ref . 14) are also hown in figure 19. 
Attitude angle a determined from equation (1 ) i hO\Y11 
as a function of eccentricity ratio by the polar curve in 
figure 13; exnerimental lata obtaiJ1ed by thi inve tigation 
are given for comparison. The attitude angle give the 
angular po ition of the line through the bearing and jOLu'nal 
cen tel' with re pect to the line of action of the applied load . 
At values of n near zero the line of center i nearly normal 
to the load line and becomes parallel to the load line at 
n = l.0. Experimental data for short bearings a obtained by 
thi investigation are hown in fiO'ure 13 for comparison with 
the analytical curve. The manner in which the e data were 
obtained is given in another section of thi report. Bradford 
and Davenpor t (ref. 15) have obtained an experimental 
curve who e shape is similar to the curve of figm'e 13 . As 
may be seen, the path of the journal i slightly within a 
emicircle. 
Eccentricity-ratio curves from equation (17) are presented 
in figures 14 and 15 with capacity number a ab ci a in one 
curve and load mmlber, in the other. The arne expeJ'l-
mental data are hOlvn in both figm'e 14 and 15. 
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(a ) T est 1; P = 25 pound, = 565 rpm, /-< = 42.9 cent ipoi e , and 
n=0.555. 
(c) T est 3; P = 25 pound, N=244 rpm, /-< = 36.5 centipoi e, and 
n = 0.712. 
10 0 J 
Experimental 
r- - - Short -bearing 
approx imation 
. -----() 
j/ I \~ ·z;O 8 
II 
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Exp. 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 
~ deg S' ~'--~I-;:::-~'·~~'~-'-......,-J'~-L:--~I~-'-~I~-,-~· '~-,-~I 
Anal. 180 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 
(b) T est 2; P = 25 pounds, N = 592 rpm, /-< = 39.4 centipoi e , and 
n= 0.56l . 
(d) T est 4; P = 20 pounds, N=244 rpm, /-< = 34.4 centipoises, and 
n=0.68 . 
FIGU RE 10.-Comparison of analytical pres ure distr ibutions with experiment al pre sure di tribution from tests by M cK ee and McKee (ref. 11). 
l= 1.0 inch, d= 0. 8703 inch, and c,=0.0025 inch 
Friction characteristics of hort bearing are given by the 
curves in figures 16 and 17. Equation (20) give the value 
for the analytical CUl've of friction variable against the 
capacity number in figUl'e 16, and equation (21) determines 
the CUl've of friction ratio against load number in figUl'e 
17. From the experimental data shown, it may be seen 
that, effect of load on friction is more clearly hown by 
friction ratio (fig. 17) than by friction variable (fig. 16). 
Oil flow number as a function of capacity number from 
equation (24) i repre ented by the analytical curve of figUl'e 
18. The experimental values of oil flow number shown in 
figure 1 . are obviously not in aO'reement with the analytical 
value since the analytical values represent only the rate of 
flow from the converging wedge and the experimental values 
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FIGUR~~ 12.-Plot of p ak-pressure angle against capaci!.y number for 
comparison of experimental dala wi t h analytical cu rve for shor t bear-
ings. Data by M cK ee a lld M cK ee taken from reference II and dala 
for model 2, from r efe rence 13. 
repre cnt Lhe Lotal Ho'",. An ins pection of the experimental 
data in figure 18 indi caLcs Lhat th e Ho'" rate in exce of that 
from Lbe converging film i depend ent upon inleL o il pressure, 
peed. and l id raLio. , peculating that oil film visco it,r and 
clearance al 0 a ff ect Lbe cxce How rate, all the variable 
affecting LoLal flow rate arc grouped nondimensionall y in a 
form simila r to th e capacit.,- number but u ing th e inleL oi l 
pre ure Po in plac-e of t hc unit bearing load p' , giving a 
varia ble Lermed inlet-pressu re capacity n umber Cpo a foJ[ows : 
C1' --- - - Cn -_ J1.N' (d)2 (l)2 _ P' 
o Po Cd d Po 
(29) 
A C' lIl've of oil How faclor q, t he ratio of total flow rate to 
th e flow raLe from the convcrging wedge Ceq. (25)), a a 
fun ction of the inlet-pre s ure capac- it.,- number is shown in 
figure 19. A shown, thc widely caltered experim ental dala 
of fi g ure ] result in a ingle curve when plotted according to 
thc nonclimensional ordinaLcs of figure 19 . The ex peri-
mental data by M cK ee (ref. 14) fo r bearings wilh a single 
oil fccd hole how exccllenL agr eemenl ,,-ith the experim ental 
Eccentrici ty ratio iaDirection of rotation 0~~~~~.2~ __ '-__ ·T4 ____ ,-~r-__ ,-__ ~.8~ __ ,-~1·0.90 
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" Short-bearing approxima tion, eq. (18) 
k oad line 
F I GURE I3.- FloL of eccentriciLy rat io against atLitude angle for com-
parison of experi mental data for l i d of 1, }~, and I. w ith analytical 
curve for shor L bear ings. Experimental data : B earing diameter , 1% 
inches; bearing, b ronze; j ournal, teel ; diametral clearan ce, 0.00232 
and 0.00264 inch ; inleL pre ure of SAE 10 oil po fed through one 
%-inch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pound per sq uare inch; peed, 500 
to 6,000 rpm ; load , 0 to 1,450 pounds; bearing pre sure, 0 to 760 
pounds pCI' sc; uare inch ; aver'age bearing temperaLu re I{S inch from 
oil film To .. 1140 to 1600 F. 
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F I GUR E l4.- Plot of eccentricity ratio again t capacity num ber for 
comparison of experimen tal data for l i d of I , I ~, and 1.1 with analytical 
cu r ve for short bearings. Experim ental data: B earing diameter , 
1 l inches; beari ng, bron ze; jou rnal , steel ; diamelral clearance, 0.00232 
and 0.00264 inch: ilileL pressure of AE 10 oil Po fed th rough one %-
inch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch ; peed, 500 
La 6,000 rpm ; load , 0 (,0 1,450 pou nds; bearing p re slIre, 0 to 760 
pound per square ineh; average bearing te rrperatu re 7'16 i nch from 
oi l film T o •. 114 0 to 1600 F . 
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FIGURE 15.-Plat of eccentricity ratio again t load number for com-
parison of experimental data for li d of 1, If, and Y. with analytical 
curve for short bearings. Experimental data: Bearing diameter, 
I t inches ; bearing, bronze; journal, steel ; diametral clearance, 
0.00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet pressure of SAE 10 oil Po fed through 
one ~'s-inch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch; speed, 
500 to 6,000 rpm ; load, 0 to 1,450 pounds; beari'ng pressure, 0 to 760 
pdunds per square inch; average bearing temperature %6 inch from 
oil fi lm T •• , 114° to 160° F. 
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FIG URE 16.- Plo t of bearing fric tion variable against capacity nU :l1 ber 
for comparison of experimental data for li d of 1, )4, and ~~ wi th 
analytical curve for shor t bearing. Experim ental data: Bearing 
diameter, 11- in che ; bearing, bronze; journal, steel ; diametral clear· 
ance, 0.00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet p ressu re of AE 10 oi l p o fed 
t hrough one Ys-in ch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pound per quare inch ; 
speed, 500 to 6,000 rpm ; load , 0 to 1,750 pou nds; bearing pressure, 
o to 900 pounds per square inch; average bearing temperature Yl6 inch 
from oil fi lm T a " 115° to 161° F . 
data of this investigation. The M cKee data for an axial oil 
inlet groove form a parallel line at an increased rate of oil 
flow. The M cKee data were obtained at the National 
Bureau of tandard using a bearing 2.06 in che in diameter 
with SAE 20 oil at speeds of 2,030 and 3,040 rpm, loads of 
1,553 and 3,008 pounds, and temperatures from 2030 to 
228 0 F. 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
A photograph of the bearing testing machine used in the 
experiments appears in figure 20 . The manner in which 
the test element were uppol'ted and loaded is hown in 
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FIG URE 17.- Plot of friction ratio against load number for comparison 
of experimental data for li d of 1, )4, and X with analytical curve for 
shor t bearing . Experimental data : Bearing diameter, It inches; 
bearing, bronze; journal, steel ; diametral clearance, 0.00232 and 
0.00264 inch ; inlet pre su re of SAE 10 oil Po fed t hrough one Ys-inch-
diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch ; speed, 500 to 6,000 
rpm ; load, 0 to 1,750 pound ; bearing pre ure, 0 to 900 pound per 
square inch ; average bearing temperature Yl6 inch from oil film T a " 
115° to 161 °F. 
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FIG URE IS.-Curves of oil flow number against capacity number for 
comparison of experimental total oil flow with theoretically required 
flow through loaded por tion of oil film for lid of 1, ~~, and K Exper-
imental data: Bearing diameter, I i inche ; bearing, bronze; journal, 
s teel; diametral clearance, 0.00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet pressure 
of SAE 10 oil po fed thro ugh one Ys-inch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 
pounds pel' square inch ; speed, 500 to 6,000 rpm; load, 0 to 1,750 
pounds; bearing pressure, 0 to 900 pounds per quare inch; average 
bearing temperature Yla inch from oil film T •• , 115° to 161° F . 
figure 21 , 22, and 23. In addition, figure 23 illustrate 
diagrammatically the torq uemeter used for friction-torque 
mea urements and the mean fol' collecting the oil flowinO' 
th.rough the test bearing. Figure 24 and 25 show the 
mechanical system which measured th e di placement of 
the journal at t he ends of the bearing. The location of 
thermocouple measuring bearing temperatures are giv n in 
figure 26. 
A bronze bearing and two teel hafts of HI -inch nomina.! 
diameter were used as shown in figures 21 and 22 giving a 
single bearing for 1 ngth-diameter ratio of 2 and I , and a 
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number. Experimental data a rc o- iven for lid of J, .1.'2, and ){ Oil 
flow factor i. ratio of experimental total flow to flow requi red th rough 
loaded portion of oi l fi lm hy hart-bearing approximation . Exper-
imental data: Bearing d iameter, J!j- inche.; bearing, bronze; journal, 
steel ; diametral clearance, 0.00232 and 0.00264 inch ; inlet p re. ure 
of AE 10 oil Po feci through on !-'s-inch-diam eter hole opposite load 
line, 40 and 100 pound per quare inch; speed, 500 to 6,000 rpm; 
load, 0 to 1,750 pound; bearing pre ure, 0 to 900 pouncl per quare 
inch; average b ·aring temp ratu re )it6 inch from oil film T a" 11 50 
to 1610 F. ' xperimentaJ oi l flow, Q=q( 7rdlcd ~' n)- McI\ ee data 
are taken from reference 14. 
double bearing with a drained area beLween for the nal'l'ower 
bearing having length-diameter ra tios of 1/2 and 1/4. In 
every ca e, each bearing wa lubricated by a ingle ) ~-inch 
oil hole in the cen tel' as hown. 
A pecia] boring bar, of th type developed by the Battelle 
M emorial Instit ute, was con tl'ucted to bore the bearing t o 
an accmacy of 50 millionths of an inch (0.000050 in .) as 
indicated by a pecial F ederal hole gage, and the haft were 
ground and lapped to the ame accm acy a hown by a 
Pratt & Whitney upermicrometer . 
Clearance wa determin ed by m ea m ement of th e static 
di placement or rattle of the clean haft in the bearing lmder 
r ever ing load. A hown in figm es 21 and 22 the average 
clearance d termined were 0.00264 inch for the inale 
jomnal and 0.00232 inch for the double journal at room 
temperature. 
M E ASUREME T OF JOUR AL DI SPLA CEMENT 
The coordin ate el i placements of the journal with respect 
to the bearing during running were mea ur d by the me-
chanical arrangement hown in figure 24 and 25. Hori-
zontal and vertical motion of the shaft at station beyond 
the end of the bearing were transmitted by the bronze 
rider on lever or bell cranks thl'ough ver tical rods to foul' 
FIGURE 20.-Beari ng te ting machine u cd in experiment. Equipment 
includes variable- peecl electri c dri ve to 10,000 rpm, direct hydrauli c 
loading mechani m, misalining loading mechanism, an d heater , fil ter, 
and pre ure pump for lubricating oi l. Mea urements made include 
jou rnal di p lacement, fri ction torque, oil flow, bearing temperatures, 
and, with acce orie, oi l fi lm pre ures. 
Bearing length 
for ~ of 2- --.\---2 
Bearing length for ~ of I -l---04- ~ 
002~O:::~7" 
--- .00265' 
Diametr ica l clearances at 
center of journal 
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,.,+"~~~a, J<:<~44<4l,.......j..,, ---Bronze bear ing 
'~-+'~@*~:>I.j-I>~~~~!J-'F='- Srteel shaf t --.0.0.263" ~--.0.0.269" -- -.0.0.274" ':~:~~)26cJ' -li~~~~~~~~~ilt;~ ~0.0.266" in Diame trical clearances at 
right end of Journal 
Thermacouptes spaced f 
~ riders 
FIGURE 21.- Test ha ft with ingle journal as u ed in experi ment at 
lId of 2 and 1. Average diametra l clearance, 0.00264 inch. 
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FIGURE 22.- T e t shaft wiLh two journal. a u ed in experimenls at l i d 
of ~ and X. Averag d iameLral clearance, 0.00232 inch. 
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FIG ORE 23.- chematic diagram of apparatu for measu ri ng fri ction 
to rque on te t bearing and oi l flow through test beari ng. 
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Test shaft - -1-_ 
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Spherical seat --
1Diol indicators 
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, ';-+, +1:11- _ cronk 
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FIG RE 24.-Mechan ical sy tem for measuring d i placement of journal 
with re p ct to bearing. 
dial indicator having O.OOOI-inch divisions. Th rods were 
held again t the ball end of the bell crank by flat pring 
attached to the mast on the bearing hub. In order to 
eliminate large dial reading due to thermal expan ion of 
L-83617 
FIGURE 25.-:\Iechan ical and photoelectri c apparalu for lll oa uring 
journal di placemenLs lYiLh respect to beari ng. J ournal di place-
ments a re tran mitted by levers and rods to dial indicator, which 
are u ed for toady-state condition, and to phoLoelectrie cell, for 
dynamic condition 
10, II-
I to 7- -
2" from bearing 
surface 
----Bearing hub -----
L--. ____ ~--.--- ~--+_--~ 
---------- Lood line-----------
FIG URE 26.-Diagram of thermocouple locations. Bearing thermo-
coup les a re located )1,6 in ch from bearing urface. 
t he rods, a econd set of imilar parallel rod , intended for 
tempcratm e compcnsation, moved the dial ca es approxi-
mately the sam amount the dial stems were moved by 
thermal expansion. 
As hown in figw'e 20 and 25, a ccond sy tem wa avail-
able for the measuremen t of displacement. Thi y tern, 
developed by Phelan (ref. 16), i a photoelectric method 
particularly uited to indicate dynamic di plac ment on 
oscillo copes. H owever, it wa found to be more rapid and 
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II fo r data. 
convenien t Lo take direct read ings on the dial-indicating 
system und er table condition. All of t he data for this 
report were taken from the dial system. 
MEASUREME T OF F RI CTI ON A ' 0 OIL FLOW 
The fr iction torqu e on the test bearing was ind icated by 
a hydraulic torq ucmeler as shown in fi gu re 23. This con-
sisted of two opposed piston supplied wi th a flow of oil 
which drained through port partially covered by the pistons. 
A mercury manometer indicated the differ ence in pressure 
on the oppo ed pistons which were floated in their bores by 
balanced pressure areas. A direct calibration relating ap-
plied moment to manometer reading i shown in figure 27. 
The torquemeter restrained the motion of the test bearing 
Lo }~O or less under operat ing conditions. 
An SAE 10 oil was used in the experiments on length-
diameter ratios of 1/2, 1/4, and] , the mea Ul"ed viscosity being 
shown in figure 28. The oi l flow of the test bearing was kept 
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FIG UR E 28.- Abso lu te-vi eo it.y and temperature characteri t ic of 
SAE 10 oil used in tests for l i d of 1, ).f, and y.. Measurements of 
viscosity were mad e in a standard Saybolt vi cosimeter. 
separate from the oil flow of the support bearings by baffle 
and linger and wa collected for weighing in a calibrated 
scale graduated in hundredth of a pound. B earing tem-
peratures were measured by 14 thermocouples placed in the 
bearing a shown in figure 26. Iron-constantan thermo-
couple inserted in 0.094-inch hole to within }i6 inch of the 
bearing urface were connected t o a Leed & orth.rup 
potentiometer with automatic cold junction compen ation 
and a FalU"enheit scale. A thermocouple attached to the 
bulb of a gla laboratory thermometer reading ambient 
temperature checked each eL of readings within 10 F . 
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LOADING A D DRIVING SYSTEM 
As shown in figure 23 the test bearing was loaded by a 
pre ure cap ule containing a pi ton having an area of 15.02 
quare inche. The pi ton head was flu h with and sealed 
by a H2-inch-thick Neoprene membrane which permitted a 
teady pre ure to be held by an accumulator. Calibrated 
pre ure gage of varyinO' range connected to the capsule 
gave the load on the bearing. The load from the pi ton wa 
transmitted to the test-bearing hub through an oil-pre -
urized spheri al cat a hown in figure 23. flow of 
light oil forced into relieved quadrant area in the spherical 
seat prevent d metallic contact in order that the load could 
be transmitted wi thout re i tance to motion of the bearing 
about it O"eometric axe. Tills enabled mea urement of 
friction torque on the bearing and located the line of action 
of the load at the bearing center. The haft wa di.J:ectly 
driven by a 200-ampere aircraft generator acting as a motor, 
and by field ontrol of this and a inlilar uni t in a motor-
generator et a peed range of 500 to 10,000 rpm was 
attainable. 
The apparatus and Le t procedure arc de cribed in gr ater 
detail in reference 17. 
TE T PROCEDUR E 
For each length-diameter ratio of 1, }~, and X two series of 
experiment were conducted. In the fir t eric , displace-
menL of the journal were mea ured by the dial-indicator 
equipment shown in figure 24. Friction torque and oil flow 
rate were measur d in a second series of Le ts separate from 
displacement te ts becau e it wa necessary to disconnecL 
the dial indicators to eliminate any fric tion torque due to 
the riders. Also, oil flow tests could not be made during the 
displacement test becau e the small oil flow used to lubri-
cate the rider mL'{ed with the oil flowing from the test 
bearing. A brief initial erie of tests with l/d=2 i not 
included a they weI' completed before the following tech-
nique was developed. 
METHOD OF LOCATING ZERO-LOAD POI T 
In the displacement te ts, the coordinate location of 
each end of the shaft w re mea ured a change of location 
from the zero-load po ition. In order to establi h a readinO" 
of the dial indicators with th shaft in the center of the 
bearing clearance at zero load alternate up an 1 down load 
were applied with the haft taLionary, and th e average of 
thre ets of readings was record d. The individual readings 
located points in an arc slightly on each ide of a vertical 
diameter. After a i.Jnilar procedure in the horizontal plane 
the machine wa tarLed and warmed up, and a cap ule 
pressure of about 4 pounds per quare inch was applied to 
balance the tare weight of the bearing hub and variou 
attachments . With lhe haft running and the inlet oil 
295042-54-3 
pre UTe reduced to 2 to 4 pounds per square inch, the average 
of the dial reading representing the location of the center 
of the journal wa checked and held witilln clo e limits to 
the center of the bearing a obtained above with the haft. 
stationary. 
The net load applied to the bearing is that due to the 
difference of the pressure on the loading piston, called 
capsule pre ure, and the pres ure of 3.5 to 4.5 pound per 
square inch required to balance the weight of the bearing-
hub assembly. The displacement i the difference in dial 
readings from a te t load to zero load. Thi method ha 
th advantage that change in load i plotted against change 
in di placement. 
It wa discovered that when running at zero load the 
bearing required nearly zero oil flow; the dial howed Lhat 
the journal maintained its po ition steadily when the inlet 
oil pres UTe was reduced to 2 pound per square inch and 
th oil flow was a few drop per minu te. Increa ing the 
inlet oil pressure caused the journal Lo displace as though 
a load had been applied. Thi effect was more marked as 
Lhe inlet pre ure was fUTther increa ed and the oil flow 
increased to a continuous stream. 
SHAFT-DISPLACEME T EXPEIUME TS 
In making haft-displacement te t , the zero-load position 
of the shaft was determined as described, an 1 a warmup 
period of 20 to 30 minute wa made at constant peed. 
Variations in di placement were obtained by varying the 
load at constan t peed and constant inlet oil pressure. It 
wa found that by holdi.Jlg a on ant peed the variation 
in temperature were lc than 5°F during an increasing-load 
run. 
Di placement data as read from the four dial were Lh n 
recorded a the load wa increased in 10 to 15 incremenl 
and then decrea cd in the arne increment to permit 
averaging of data. A sample log sheet i hown in table I. 
The same procedUTe was follol'led in the oppo ite direction 
of rotation so that the data could be averaged for the two 
rotation. After a varying-load e t, the location of the 
datum point at zero load was I' checked in two directions of 
rotation to permit averagiDO' out any mall change during 
the test. Wear of the lever rubbing urfaces or rider was 
usually i.Jnperceptible dUTing individual tests but would have 
been canceled by thi method. 
For each length-diameter ratio there were experiJuental 
run in each direction of rotation at combinaLion of con-
stant peed and constant inlet oil pressure. The speeds 
were 500, 1,000, 2,000, 2,500, 4,000, 5,000, and 6,000 rpm, 
and the inlet oil pre ures were 40 and 100 pound per quare 
incb . The maximum load on projected area was 760 pOlmd 
per square inch, and the maximum oil film temperature was 
160 0 F. 
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CONT ROL OF W HI RL 
AL journal speeds of 500 and 1,000 rpm there was little 
difficulty \\"ith vibration even at zero load. However, at 
zero load at the higher peed from 2,000 to 5,000 rpm a 
yibration , or \\"hid, in a rotating misalinemenL mode would 
build up, prewnting the reading of displacements. The 
vibration could be stopped by the application of load, but iL 
\\"a necessary to prevent vibration at zero load in order to 
usc the routine procedure to obtain the position of zero 
eccentricity. By snubbing the top of the mast and the arm 
extending laterally from the bearing hub with foam rubber, 
the vibrat ions \\"ere succe fully eliminated, u ing small 
nubbing forces parallel to the axis of the shaft. By tem-
porarily removing t be snubber at loacls where no vibration 
would OCCUI' , it \I' as found that the snubber had no effect on 
the cI ial-indica tor read ings. 
FRICTJON AND OIL FLOW EXPEHl MENTS 
Friction torq ne and oil flo\\" rate we re measured imulta n-
eOllsly, ,,"jtlt the displacement-measuring apparatus tempo-
rarily disconnected in ord er to eliminate the friction of the 
rid ers ancl the oil flo\\" to tbem. Changes in friction and oil 
0 0 \\" \\"ere macle by varying the applied load and maintaining 
th e journal speed and inle L oil pre sure constant. Before 
beginning a te t , a period of running of approximately 20 to 
30 minutes at constant peed wa allowed to reach thern1al 
equilibrium. .\..bout 10 to 15 increments of increasing load 
were then applied. At each load, afler the oil flow stabilized , 
the flow rate \I'as determined by collecting the oil in a pan 
for periocl of 1 to 4 minutes and recording the neL wight of 
oil. A ample log sh et is shown in table II. The ame 
procec/ lire wa followed for the opposi te d ireclion of rotation 
so that clata could be averaged for the two rotations . 
~everal funs at combinaLion of constant peed and 
cons Lan t inlet oil pre ure were made in each roLat ional 
direction for each length-diameter raLio. The speed were 
500, 1,000, 2,000, 2,500, 4,000, 5,000, and 6,000 rpm, and 
the inlet oil pressures ,w're 40 and 100 pounels per quare 
inch . The maximum load on projected area was 900 pound 
per square inch, and the max imum oi l film temperaLure \Ya 
161 0 F. 
The foam-rubber snubbe rs used to eliminate vibration in 
the displacemen t experiment wefe removed because the," 
oO'ereel restraint Lo rotation of Lhe bearing abouL iLs axi an~l 
interfered with the functionino- of t lw torquemetef . At 
speeds abo,'e 1,000 rpm vibration ""efe stopped by Lhe 
applicat ion of a small load. ~ince the ('ondi Lion of zero 
load is noL of great importance in frict ion ancl oil flow 
measurements, data were taken only at loads where no 
,' ibration occulTed. 
PRECIS!O. 
In every run of the friction experiment , calibrations of 
the torquemeter were made as a check on operating aecurac.," 
by applying known \yeights to the arm extending from the 
front and rear of the bearing hub as shown in figure 23. 
1Ianometer differences corre ponding with the known 
moments, fir t to the front and then to the r aI', arc given 
in the sample 100- sheet of table II and are shown plotted in 
figure 27. More extensive test with everal weight had 
proven that the result wa a straight line. From the many 
calibrations made, a mean value of the calibration factor Fe 
was 0.4 5 inch-pound of torque per inch of manometer 
cliHerence. The greaLest deviation from the mean was 
0.010 or 2 percent. 
For reliable flll1ctioning of the torq uemeter it wa necessary 
to bleed air from the oil lines leading to Lhe manometer at 
Lhe beginning of each run. Because Lhe torquemeLe r pistons 
were hydraulically cenLe red in their bores by three pre sure 
areas, the torquemeter was sensitive enough to meaSUTe 
aerodynamic forces on the bearing hub, and it was nece ary 
to rid Lhe te t room of ail' gusts . 
rUI pr sure gages of both the laboratory and commercial 
grade were calibraLed in a dead-weighL tester with a capacity 
of 500 pounds per quare inch. Pressure reading were 
corrected according Lo calibration curve wher necessary. 
The pressure in the loading capsule was indicated by two 
pres ure gage with different calc ranges. I t was found 
LhaL the pressure gage did not accurately read the capsule 
pressure clue to the tare weight of the te t bearing hub 
wlless they were placed aL the ame level as the loading 
cap ule. By suspendina two cal ibra ted 50-pound weight 
from the lateral arms of Lhe bearing hub, the corresponding 
increa e in caps ule preSSLU'e showed Lhat the calculation of 
loading in the low range was of atisfactory accmacy. 
Th e four dial indicators u ed lo measure journal displace-
ments were of laboraLo r)" Lest grade and were graduated in 
O.OOOI-inch divi ions . A direct calibration of the indicators 
was made ancl in the maximum range during tests of about 
13 division they were accurate to within one-half division. 
As the load lI"a increased and then decrea cd there was 
often a discrepanc)" of as much a one-half divi ion in 
displacement for the same load. B." averaging the displace-
ment data for increasing and decrea ing loads, the influence 
of the lag on accuracy of mea urement is minimized. 
Two aircraft-type tachomeLers \\'ere lIsed, one a centrifugal 
type having a scale range of 1,000 Lo 10,000 rpm and the other 
a 3-second counting type wiLh a rano-e of 0 to 1,750 rpm. 
The cenLrifugal tachometer was checked under running con-
ditions by timing the revolution counter of the tachometer. 
By connecLing boLh tachomeLers to the te t shaft imul-
taneously at speeds of 1,000 to 1,500 rpm the two tachometers 
were checked against each other. A portable shop-type 
Lachometer was used to check th lower-range tachometer at 
500 rpm. 
The direct-reading Fahrenheit calc of the Leeds & 
Northrup potentiometer having automatic cold-junction 
compensaLion was used to measure bearing temperatures 
from thermocouple and can be read Lo an accuracy of 10 to 
20 F. A thermocouple attached to the bulb of a laboratory-
grade Lhermometer giving amb:ient temperature neal' the 
machine checked the thermometer temperatw-e withiri 10 F. 
J 0 direct calibraLion of Lhe potentiometer was made. 
The weighing scale used Lo measure oil flow was equipped 
\\-ith a scale of 2-pouncl capacity graduated in hundredths 
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FIGURE 29.-Changes in diametral clearance a function of temperature 
difference of two points in te t-bearing wall. 7"4 and Tg are bearing 
temperature. at }{6 inch and 2 inches, re pecli"ely, from bearing ur-
face. RUl1nino- clearances of te t bearing are determined by sub-
tracting change in clearance from room-temperature clearance. 
of a pound which coull be read to one-quarter of a division. 
Chemical balance weights were u ed to calibrate Lhe scale. 
Two aybolt visco imeter having two vi co imeter Lube 
each were available for determining the viscosity of the te t 
oils at variou temperatul"es. The variation in running 
time from two tube at a given temperature did not differ 
more than 1 econd. 
REDUCTIO OF EX PERl 1ENTAL DATA 
alculation of everal nondimen ional quantities are 
hown in Lhe ample calculation sheet (tables III and IV) . 
The data for the calculation are given in th ample log 
heets (table I and II). 
CAPACITY N MBER 
The capacity number wa cal ulated from eq uaLion (17) . 
The net load applied by the loading pi ton or capsule wa 
determined as the product of the net cap ule pressme in 
pound pel' quare inch and the pi ton area of 15.02 square 
inche. The weight of the bearing and it attachment re-
quired a tare cap ule pressure of 4.5 pounds per square inch 
in the displacement experiments and 3.5 pound per quare 
inch in the friction and oil flow experiment, which wa 
deducted from the ob erved pre sme. 
Bearing clearance was determined b.v ubtracting thc 
change in clearance given by figure 29 from the clearance at 
room temperatme. For the ingle jomnal (fig. 21), thermo-
couples 1 to 7 are in the loaded portion of the bearing. 
There wa li ttle variation between the temperature reading 
at the e locations for a given load. Thermocouple 4 was 
taken a representative, and the difference of the averages 
of thermocouple 4 and 9 wa determined for the complete 
run at a given peed. U ing this average in figure 29 give 
the change in clearance from that at room temperatme. 
For the double journal (fig. 22) where only the end thermo-
couple are in the loaded region, an average of thermocouples 
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FIGURE 30.-Journal di . plltcemcnts with re pect to bearing for. haft 
with two journals of lId of H. tep hown illu tratc typical method 
of determining average eccentricity ratio and attitude angles from 
eli placement data mea ured beyond end of bearing. See table I 
and III for experimen lal data and calculations. 
1, 4, and 7 \Va compared with the average of thermocouple 
9 to determine the bearing clcarance. 
Vi cosit)- in the oil fum wa determined at each load from 
the average bearing temperature for the two direction of 
rotation and for increasing and decrea ing loa 1. In te t 
lI sing the ingle journal, temperature data at thermocouple 4 
were taken a I' pre entaLive of the oil fUm Lemperature. 
For the double journal , the average of thermo ouplc 1 
and 7 \Va more nearly representative becau e of the location 
of the e points in the narrow loaded area. The e temperature 
were u cd Lo determine viscosiLy i.n figure 2 . 
ECCENTRICITY RATIO OR ATTITUDE 
1'he eccentricity ratio n i the ratio of the displacement 
of the journal axi to the radial clearance given b)T n=e/cT • 
Coordinate vertical and horizontal lisplacement of the 
haft were mea ured at the riders, which are located beyond 
the end of the bearing PX6 inche to th left and Lo the 
right of the center line of the load, a hown in figure 21, 
22, and 24. To deLermine the displacement of the test 
journal, calculation were made of the effect of shaf t deflec-
Lion on the vertical eli placements mea ured at the riders. 
A hown in the sample log heet of table I, displacement 
data were taken a Lhe load \Va increased and Lhen decreased. 
1'he e data are shown in Lhe ample calculation heet of 
table III, then reduced Lo values of journal di placement 
from the condi tion of zero load and a low inlet oil pI' sure 
at which, a previoLl ly de cribed, it was a umed that the 
journal and bearing axe were coincident. A plot of these 
data for the two direction of rotation appear in figure 30(a). 
The bearing and journal arc not ideally accurate cyl inder , 
and there i a departure from symmeLry of the di place-
ments at the two end . 
Averages of di placement of the Lwo ends are shown in 
figuTe 30 (b). The di placement illu trateel are typical for 
the case of a shaft with two journal. In order to determine 
the displaeements of the centers of each joul'l1al, calculated 
value of haft deflection weI' ubtracted from the mea ured 
L-_ _ ______ _________________________________ __ 
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FIGURE 30.--Concluded. 
vertical displacements at tb e riders. The vertical and hori-
zontal components of eccentricity ratio n. and nIl were 
calculated by dividing the correcLed journal displacement 
by Lhe radial clearance. The plotting of n. againsL nil is 
h own on tb e polar diagram of figure 30 ( c) in term of 
eccentricity ratio n and attitude angle rf>. 
In the ca e of ingle journals, the method of calculation 
of eccentricity ratio \Va similar. Because of the greater 
length of the single journals and the greater loads applied, 
haft bending over the length of the journal wa of con-
siderable magnitude at high loads. ince the journal wa 
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FIGURE 31.--Journal di p lacemcnts with re pect to bearing for haft 
,,-ith single journal of li d of 2. Di placements at end and center of 
a bent journal are shown in com pari on with displacement measured 
beyond end of bearing. Average eccentricity ratios and attitude 
angles as determincd from displacements are shown in figure 32. 
bent longitudinally in Lhe hape of a fourth-degree parabola, 
the displacement and eccentricity ratio at the center of the 
journal ,,-ere less than at it ends, a indicated in figure 31 
and 32. To imulate the performance of a straight journal, 
the average eccentricity ratio of a parabolic ela tic curve 
\Va calculated a representative of the eccentricity ratio of 
a straight jom-nal (see fig. 32). Four-fifth of the heigh t of 
the deflection curve within the journal was ubtracted from 
the displacement at the end. 
Eccentricity ratios a a function of capacity number and 
load number are hown in figm-es 14 and 15; a a function 
of attitude angle, they are hown in figure 13. 
BEARJ G FRICTIO 
Experimenters u ually distinguish beLween friction meas-
ured on the journal and that mea ured on the bearing, since 
the friction torque mea ured on the bearing is evidently 
ome\\-hat reduced by tbe couple re ulting from the product 
of the load and the horizontal component of the displace-
ment. The measured data in till report are the friction 
mea ured on the bearing and have been referred to a 
bearing-friction variable . 
Data on friction and shaft displacrment were both avail-
able so that it wa possible to compute the joul'l1al friction by 
adding the couple to the bearing friction. R eferring to the 
column labeled friction variable i. in table IV, the bearing 
friction and calculated journal friction for l/d= 1 are given as 
follow: 
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FIGURE 32.- Eccentricity ra tios and attitude angles for shaf t wiLh sin-
gle journal of li d of 2 as determin ed from displacement hown in 
figure 31. The curve of average eccentrici ty ratio i hown in com-
pari on wi th eccentri city rat io at end and cen ter of a bent journal. 
Experimental data: Speed, 500 rpm; in let pressure Po, 40 pound per 
quare inch ; diametral clearan ce at room tempera ture, 0.00264 in ch ; 
diametral clearance at bearing temperat ure Ta . of llgo F, 0.00254 
inch; load, 0 to 855 pounds; bearing pre ure, 0 to 245 pounds per 
quare inch; AN-09-1010 jet engine oil fed through one )/s-inch-
diameter hole. 
Bearing Couple, Journal 
Load, P, fr iction, 
f, C~) friction , Ratio, Ib Jo CD !; C~) Mf. 
0 0 0 0 ---- ---
22.5 24.10 . 10 24.20 1.002 
60.1 9. 13 .19 9.32 1.020 
97.6 5.70 .27 5.97 1.048 
135.1 4.23 .31 4.54 1.073 
172.6 3.36 .33 3.69 1.099 
24 .0 2.36 . 34 2.70 1.143 
398.0 I. 55 .36 1.91 1. 230 
623.0 1.06 .35 I. 41 1. 330 
S4 .0 .83 .32 1.15 I. 385 
In the table above the couple i to be added to the bearing-
fr iction ariable and i numerically equal to the horizontal 
displacem nt nIl a follows: 
Pe sin cp (~)=~ in cp=n sin cp =n" 
Pl' Cr Cr 
(3 0) 
The value of nh are tho e for the run at 1,000 rpm and 
40-pound-per-square-inch inlet oil pressm e. 
Manometer difference indicating bearing friction in inche 
of mercury for each load condition are shown in the ample 
log hcct of table II ; they are of oppo ite ign for opposite 
directions of rotation. For a given load , the absolute 
values of the manometer difference for the two dil'ection of 
rotation were averaged a indicated in the sample calculation 
sheet of table IV. Multiplication by the calibration factor 
Fe gave the fri ction torque NIt in inch-pound. The friction 
coefficient j for calculation of the friction variable was 
determined from j = M t/Pr . Friction force F used in the 
calculation of fr iction ratio was determined from F= NI t /l'. 
The sample calibration-factor curves corre ponding with 
the experimental data of the sample log sheet (table II) are 
shown in figure 27 . Experimen tal values of bearing-friction 
variable are hown plotted as a function of capacity number 
in figme 16. Friction ratios a a function of load number 
are shown in figure 17 . 
OlL FLO W 
A hown in the ample calculation heet (table IV), 
oil flow data for the two direction of rotation were averaged 
at each condition of load . Dividing the weight of oil by 
the time interval during which it wa collected gave the rate 
of flow Q' in pounds per minu te. ince Q in the oil flow 
number mu t be given in cubic inch e per second , a conver ion 
wa made from the following expression : 
Q Q' X 1,72 X 1 
= 62.4 Xsp gr 60 (3 1) 
in which sp gr is the measured specific gravi ty of the oil at oil 
film temperature. Where double journal weI' concerned, 
half of the oil flow wa u ed in calculations of oil flow numbers . 
A more complete de cription of the apparatus, method of 
test, and reduction of data is given in reference 17. 
EX PERIM ENTAL MEASU R EMENT OF FI LM PRESSU R E D1STRI B TION 
The experimen tally mea ured oil film pressure di tribu-
tion hown in figme 9 wa obtained from reference] 3 which 
included photographs of several plaster model representin g 
measured film pres ure in a full journal bearing with babbitt 
lining. Model 2 of the group of five model represent the 
pre ure distr ibution for a bearing of l/d= 1 acted upon by a 
normal central load. Model 2 alone i of interest since the 
other model represent film pres ure mea ured under 
condition of mi alinement . 
A shown in fi gure 9, th e analytical pressure di tribu tion 
as given by the hort-bearing approximation j in very clo e 
agreement with the data of model 2. The analytical olution 
by ommerfeld i actually not directly comparable because 
the short-bearing solu tion is based on an a sumed 1 0° of 
film whereas the ommerfeld solution a ume a cont inuous 
film of 360°. Moreover, even if a ruptured film of 180° 
were assumed, th e ommerfeld solution cannot agree with 
experimen tal da ta becau e the solu tion gives no vari ation 
in film pre sure in the axial direction. 
The film pres ure data of model 2 were taken under the 
following condition: d= l ! inches, l= l ! inebe , P = 2,200 
pOlmds, p' = 33 pound per quare inch , N=5,000 rpm, 
N'=83 .3 rps, p. (at 197° F)=2.42 X I0- 6 reyn , Cd (a t room 
temperature) = 0.0033 inch , and Cd (at ]97 0 F ) = 0.0020 inch . 
Pressure taps in the bearing were located at the center 
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of the bearing ~and at X, ~, and % inch each id e of the 
cen trl" in a test machine arranged to measure the circumferen-
tial pres ure distribution how11 by the olidline of fi gure 9. 
Th e model 2 curvc represent average of pressurc for the 
t\,-o directions of rotation of the jomnal and averages at 
COlT sponding point each side of the central transver e 
plane of the bearing. 
For this tc t aviation 1120 oil was preheated to 140° F 
and entered the bearing at tbe ccn ter on the unloaded side 
throlJO'h two %-inch-diameter holes 45° apart at a pressure 
of 40 pound per square inch . The visco ity of the oil is 
ba ed on the bearinO' temperature given by a thermocouple 
located X6 in ch from the bearing urface at the center of the 
load eel id e. 
The bearing clearance at operating film tempcratm e is 
determined from a curve of clearance change again t tem-
prrature change imilar to the curvr of figure 29. 
The capacity number for mod el 2 from th e above data i 
0.159 and the corresponding value of eccentricity ratio from 
the analytical short-bearing curve of figure 14 is 11=0.4] 5. 
The anal.\-tieal short-bearing curves of figure 9 are given by 
equation (13) for 11=0.41 5 and z= O, ±X, ±X, and ±% 
inch. 'ince the angular calc 0 i diA'cren t from the scale 
u cd in tlli rxperimcn t, two angular scales arc required 
differing by 90°- cp. 
Analytical value of peak-pres ure ratio , peak-pres urc 
angle, and attitude ano-le for model 2 are given by the hort-
bearing Clll'Yes of figures 11 , 12, and 13 for Cn =0. 159 and 
11=0.415. These value arc compared with the exprrimental 
value below. 
Quantity Experimental Analytical 
Peak·pre ure ratio, L_ _____________ 2.49 2.50 
Peak·pressure angle, a, deg__________ 20 19~ 
Attitude angle,' 4>, deg. __ ___________ 60 60 
a Analytical value of 4> Is measured from load line to location of zero pressure which theoreti-
call y coinCides with locat ion of minimum film thickness. 
The analy tical curve in figure 9 given by the ommerfeld 
solution is ba ed on the following equation for eccentricity 
ratio and pres ure eli tribution: 
/l UT [6 n(2+11 co 0) sin OJ 
P=c:;'2 (2+n2) (1 +11cO 8)Z +Ps 
(32) 
(33) 
For model 2, equation (32) gives 11= 0.106 , an eccentricity 
ratio about one-fourth of that given by th e hort-bearing 
Test 1 
Quantity 
Capacity number, Cn _________ 0.0815 
Eccentricity ratio, n . _______ ___ 0.555 
Attitude angle,' 4>. deg __ ______ 50 50 
Peak-pr~ ure angle, a, dog .. __ 1272 I 72 
48 
12 
Peak-pressure ratio . L ________ 3.06 3.00 3. L3 
approximation which i a consequence primarily of as uming 
that the unloaded side of the bearinO' contributes to the sup-
port of th applied load. 
In eq uation (33), Ps is the film pre m e at 8= 0 and 7r. The 
value of Ps may be determined from equation (33) by taking 
the pressure at 8= (3(2) 7r as the inlet pre ure of 40 pounds 
per square inch . For model 2, p.=570 pound per square 
inch. The angular cale 8 coincide with that u ed in the 
experiment because the Sommerfeld olution places the load 
line at 0= 90°. 
EXPERIMENTS BY McKEE A 0 McKEE 
Eight cases of experimental press ure distributions in bear-
ing of l jd= 1.15 und er normal central load are pre ented by 
M cK ee and M cK ee in reference 11. FOLu' of the experiment 
were conducted on a journal bearing having a diametral 
clearance of 0.005 inch and fom, on a bearing havino- 0.002-
inch clearance. Both bearings were 1.00 inch long and O. 7 
inch in diameter. 1Ia)l:imum applied loads were 25 pounds 
and the maximum journal speed was 592 rpm. ~~h bearings 
were operated completely ubmerged in the lubricatulg oil, 
and th e temperature of the oil wa mea ured with a thermom-
eter located in the oil bath several inche from the bearing 
film. 
In figure 10, a compari on is made of the experimental 
di tributions with tho e given by the short-bearing function 
for the fom te ts with the diflmetral clearance of 0.005 inch. 
The agreement between experiment and theory was better 
for these tests than for tho e with 0.002-inch diametral clear-
ance. alculations of capacity number, eccentricity ratio , 
pI' sme distribution, attitude angle, peak-pre ure angle, 
and peak-pre sme ratio were made in the arne manner as for 
model 2. orne of the analytical and experimental quantities 
are compared in the table below. 
The experimental value of peak-pre ure ratio and peak-
pre ure angle for both clearance are compared with the 
hort-bearing analytical curve in figure 11 and 12 . It may 
be een that Lhe agreement between experiment and theory 
is not so clo e for the 0.002-inch clearance as for the larger 
clearance. In figure 10 it may be een that the divergence 
of the experimental and analytical pre UTes is such that th 
analyticfl.l values r epresent an average of the experimental 
values which are in some instance above and in some 
instances below the analytical one . 
Although the compari ons of the analytical quanti tie 
with those by McKee and icKee are no t 0 clo e a those 
with model 2, it may be een from figure 10 that the 
agreement is reasonable as Lo order of magnitude of pres-
sures and the shape of the pre me-eli tribution urve. 
Test 2 'l'est 3 'rest 4 
0.07 5 0.0300 0.0352 
0.561 0.713 0.6 
49 52 
I 
37 5 L ~~ 39 
1 ~2 1 15 15 16 
3.00 3.79 3.83 2.83 3.63 
• Analytical value of 4> is mea ured (rom load line to location of zero pressure which theoreticall y coincides with minimum film thickness. 
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FIGURB 33.- Eccentricity ratio plotted against Sommerfeld number for 
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FIGURB 34.-Eccentricity ratio plotted against attitude angle for com-
parison of analytical curves. 
It is intere ting to note that the region of pre ures below 
atmosph eric as shown experimentally is small enough to 
be considered negligible as i assumed in the short-bearing 
approximation. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
In both the analytical work of Cameron and Wood (ref. 4) 
and in th e short-bearing approximation of thi r port, 
length-diameter ratio has been incorporated as an important 
variable in journal-bearing performance. For this reason, 
a comparison is mad e in figures 33 to 35 of curves of eccen-
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FlGURB 35.- Fr-iclion variab le plotted against 'ommerfeld number for 
comparison of analytica l curves. 
lricity ratio, attitude angle, and fricL ion variable as gi en by 
these analytical solutions. In addition, analytical curves 
determined by ommerfelcl (ref . 7) for b arings withou t 
endwi e flow arc al 0 hown for compari on. 
The difference in the analytical solu tions lie in the basic 
a ump tions made in each case. Bo th the solu tion by 
Cameron and Wood an 1 the shol' t-bearinO' approximation 
assume a 180° ruptured fum, differing from th e ommerfeld 
solution which a urnes a continuou film of 360°. Thi 
difference is of great influence a shown in the curves of 
eccentricity ratio and attitude angle in figure 33 and 34; 
the curves representing the two analytical olution a sumin O' 
ruptured film are in rea onably good agreement but are 
qui te divergent from the solution depending upon a con tin-
uous film. 
An importan t difference between the solution by Cameron 
and Wood and th e short-bearing olu tion is that the fo rmer 
is ba ed on a ruptured film who e exten t depends upon the 
Sommerfell number , and the latter assumes that the rup-
tured film extends 180° for all values of the Sommerfeld 
number. Another important difference i that the solu tion 
by Cameron and Wood is exact mathematically in saLi fying 
R eynolds' equation (eq . (1)) wherea th e hort-bearing 
olution is not becau e of the as umption of a linear velocity 
profile in the circumferential diJ.'ection of fluid flow. It is 
intere ting to no te that the two olu tions for eccen tricity 
ratio and attitude angle are less divergen t as l id become 
smaller and approach each other as l id approaches zero . 
The Sommerfeld solution cros e the lines for the hort-
bearing olut ion, as shown in figure 33, giving lower value 
of eccentricity ratio at light loads and higher eccen tricity 
ratios than the short-bearing solution in the heavily loaded 
region of low Sommerfeld numbers. Apparently the Som-
merfeld curve and the curves plotted from Cameron and 
Wood point for llcl= 00 do not intersect as is indicated by 
the two curves in figure 33. 
Figure 35 compares fri ction variable as given by the three 
analytical solu tion. Again the theory of Cameron and 
Wood and the h ort-bearing theory are in clo e agreement 
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on the effect of l id ra tios. Because th e solution by Cameron 
and Wood satisfie R eynolds' equation, it hows a difference 
in fri ction variable for the bearing and for the journal as 
hown in figure 35; the shor t-bearing solu tion doe not in-
dicate this difference because of the assumed linear circum-
ferential film veloci ty profile. For an l id great('l' than 1.0, 
all solu tions are well approximated by the P etroff line at 
the high Sommerfeld numbers. It is interesting that all 
solu tions assume a 3600 film in determining the friction 
variable. Apparently this a sumption is valid from experi-
mental results. 
An important feature of the ommerfeld solution and the 
short-bearing olution is that the solutions appear in equa-
tion form giving imple rela tionships among the bearing 
variables in nondimensional quan tit ie . 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Figmes 13 to 19 represent the principal results of this 
investiga tion and include only the experimen tal data for 
bearings of l id ratios of 1, %, and ~,~, All these data are in 
useful agreement with the theoretical analysis. The data 
for bearings of lld= 2 which were not in satisfactory agree-
ment as shown in reference 17 are not included. One of th e 
implifying assumptions limits the theoretical analysis to 
bearings of short length , and it would be expected that the 
most satisfactory agreement wi th experiment would be in 
tb e low l id range . A r elatively small amount of da ta were 
taken at l jd= 2 at a single speed of 500 rpm . The important 
techniques of determining the po ition of zero eccentrici ty , 
of taking data at increasing and decreasing increments of 
load, and of waiting for the condi tion of t hermal equilibrium 
\\-ere developed after the curves for l jd= 2 were available for 
tudy and were used in tes ts at l jd= 1, }t and X. ConclLl-
sion in regard to application of the shor t-bearing approxi-
mation above l jcl= 1 should be withheld until more data 
are available. 
ECCENTRICITY RATIO 
Al though the dat a shown in figure 14 and 15 for journal 
eccentricity are considerecl to be in good agreement with 
theory, the line through the experimen tal data lies slightly 
above the theoretical lin e. Four facLor which may have 
contributed to this discrepancy are apparen t . 
First, the effect of inlet oil pre sure is to raise the experi-
mental curve at low values of n . Thc inlet oil pressure 
apparently act on sufficient area of the bearing surface to 
cause a load adding to th e external load. The effect of inlet 
oil pres ure j usually of minor importance because the effect 
of inle t oil pres ure is relatively Ie s with increasing load and 
also because the value of 11 is not critical for beari.ngs wi th 
ligh t load or large capacity number. 
econel , disregarding machining imperfection of th e par ts, 
the bending deflection of the shaft und er load caused a depar-
tlire from the id eal hape, especially in the long journal. 
At l/d = l , the journal itself was defl ected to a parabolic 
hape; in the case of the double journals of lld =}6 and }~ , the 
journals wcre too short to be greatly ben t, but, because the 
journals were located to each side of the cen ter of the load , 
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FIG U RE 36.- Effect of error in bearing clearance mea urement on eccen-
t ri city ratio and capacity numb r . hown is amount which experi-
mental curve changes based on a sumpt ion that actual clearan ce of 
bearing is 10 percen t larger t han clearance mea ured by "play" 
method . 
their axes were tilted with respect to the bearing axis. Thus, 
the experimen tal curve represent the avera;;c location of a 
deflected journal for com pari on with an ideal condition . 
Third , the magni t ud e of the cl earan ce bo th at room temper-
ature and at elevated temperatme i of major importance 
in calculating eccentricity ratio . \.n error of 0.0001 inch in 
the radial clearance would represen t an error of nearly lO 
percent of n and i proportional to n . Although the method 
of measuring clearance by the play of the journal in the bear-
ing is consid ered the most accurate method , it is the minimum 
clearance that i measured in this mann er to the exclusion of 
the valleys which may exist in the bearing. The actual aver-
age clearance is evid ently greater if the valleys are includ ed . 
Fourth , the short-bearing approximation neglect the effect 
of film pres m e on the leakage flow in the circumferential 
direction so that the experimental points should have a 
slightly greater eccentricity than the theoretical curve. How-
ever , as hown in figures 14 anel 15 , the da ta for both l jcl = 1 
and l/d =l~ wer e closer to the theoretical lim than those for 
l jcl = %, showing the experimental spread . 
It j ugge ted that the experimen tal lines in fi o-ures 14 and 
15 be u ed in place of the theoretical line to be on the afc 
sid e. In practice the clearance i usually stated a a toler-
ance, and the effects of wear and thermal changes of clearance 
and visco ity must al 0 be consid ered . 
As hown in figu re 36, the location of the experimental 
curve is ve ry ensitive Lo an errol' in cl earance. A lO-percent 
increase in clearance would lower the experimental line about 
9 percent of n and also move the value of the capacity number 
to the left by about 17 percent since the cl arance term i 
squ arecl. If the data, were recalculated a uming a raclial 
clearance 10 percent larger, the experimental line would fall 
almost exactly on the theoretical linc. The recalculated line 
would then pass through the point n = 1.00 and Cn= O. 
Certainly t he shaf t touche the bearing when the load i high 
and the speed is zero , that is, n = 1.00 when Dn= O. Wi th a 
lO-percen t increase in clearance, the sprea d of the daa in 
figure 14 would remain almost un changed , but t.h e maximum 
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valu e of n reached by the data would fall from about 0.99 to 
.0.90. With the data ending at n= 0.90 the line could easily 
b e fau'ed through the point n = 1.00 at On= O. It sbould also 
be noticed that a S-perce nt increase in clearance would also 
p ermit fairing the curve across a imilar gap be tween n""' 0.9S 
.and 11= 1.00. 
FRICTION 
Two m ethods of plotting the same friction data arc shown 
for compari on in figures 16 and 17. The common method 
of plotting f riction con i ts in plo t t ing numbers containing 
the friction coefficient.f on the vertical axis again t the om-
m erfeld number S or capacity number n on the horizontal 
axis as shown in figure 16. This re ult in a line which falls 
toward the origin with increasing load, risino- abruptly if 
m etallic contact begin. The use of the friction coefficient 
has been de cribed a mi leading by everal au thors in that 
t he friction coefficient increases direc tly with or (in, leading 
to the thought that there are large changes in friction or 
fri ction torq ue with comparable changes in load. Another 
ciifficul ty with this kin I of plot t ing is that the values of the 
fri ction coeffi cient are difficult to read Ul the interesting 
Teo-ion of high load since the da ta plot so neal' th e origin. 
To avoid the above d ifficulti e , the fri ction data are plotted 
in the mann er shown in fio-ure 17 which consis t of plotting 
t he ra tio of the fri ctional force at the bearing surface to the 
Petroff no-load friction again t the load number. Thi gives 
t bc frictional force variation in direct relat ion to load. It 
is to be noted that figure 17 show the pread of the experi-
m ental data, more clearly, whereas the small spread a t th e 
low end of the curve on figure 16 ac tually has the same per-
-cen t of sprea 1. 
Figure 17 permits a direct and ea y prediction of friction 
t orque, eliminating tb e usc of the friction coeffi cien t. Figure 
17 gives th e percent increa e of friction under load to be 
applied to tbe well-known P etroff friction a t no load which 
in troduces the main factors on which the fri ction depends. 
It i intere ting to no te that, al though th e analy i i 
-concerned principally with t he loaded 180 ° of th e bearing, 
it arrives at the friction force by an inteo-ration of th e shear-
ing s tres es in the oil film over the full 360 °. The experi-
m ental data indi cate that such a v iew of th e exten t of the 
oil film i acceptable for es timating friction. This al 0 bear 
out th e view of ameron ancl Wood (ref. 4) that th e cavitated 
film on the unloaded s id e of the bearing behaves as an uncav-
ita ted film in laminar flow in ofar a friction is concerned . 
1'here i a possibili y that tb e cool entering oi l compensates 
for th e effects of cavitation. 
At near zero load high inlet pressure produced valu e of 
t be fri ction which were con id erably high er than the th eoret-
ical value. Thi may be as ociated wi th an in ternal load 
-cau ed by high inlet oil pre sure as indi cated in figure 17 . 
Theoreticall.\-, the short-bearing approximation can make 
no Ii tinction between bearing frict ion and journal fri ction 
ina mu ch as the vcloei ty profile in the oil film is a umed 
Lo be linear in the circumferen t ial direction. Actually , a 
difl'erence is thought to exi t whi ch depend upon th e couple 
equal to Fe in ¢ as alI'ead)T di cu ed . 
OTL FLOW 
Two distinct nondimen ional terms have been used for 
plotting the oil flow results, tb e oil number q" (fig. 18) and 
the oil flow factor q (fig. 19). Al thouo-h the oil flow number 
used in figure 18 can be obtained analy tically, a nondi-
men ional number similar to this wa uo-ges ted by Blok 
in th e di cu sion of the paper by Cameron and Wood (ref. 4) . 
As shown in figure 1 , th ere is consid erable variation of the 
oil flow number , botb above and below the line representing 
theoretically requir d flow . Figure 19 i the result of plottino-
the ratio of total oil flow to tbe th eoreti al flow, called oil 
Bow factor q, again t th e inlet-pre ure capacity number. 
While th ere is some spread of th e point at th e center of tbe 
curve, th e grouping of tb e points, especially a t th e end , is 
an invitation to draw a ingle line. It should not be over-
looked that one of th e points i nearly 100 percent off the 
ingle-line curve, bu t there is a pos ibili ty of experimental 
elTor in the more divergen t points since the two worst point 
are from a ingl e run. This curve permi t the to tal flow to 
be predicted for any of the test run. 
The flow i suing from the end of th e bearing in the 180 ° 
of the converging film is equal to the difference between th e 
amount of oil entering tb e wedge and tha t leav ing the wedge 
to circula te again. Th e difference also equ al the amount of 
oil flow theoreti cally required to m aintain the converging 
wedge full. Thi amount is onl~T a pa rt of th e to tal flow of thp 
bearing a measured experimentally, a uming the surplus 
flow is positive. The diverging wedge i an area of low 
pressure in the oil film, and , if oil i pre ent a t the ends of 
the bearing, thc flow ma~' be inward. However , if the oi l 
inlet pressure is ufficien t , tb e How from the 180 0 of the 
divero-ing wedge will be positive, and it can be called thc 
surplu flow whatever it Ign. 
OIL FLOW TARVATION 
In figure 18, ome of tbe points reprcsentino- the experi-
mental oil flow fall below tb e tb eoretically required oil flow 
line . Tbi i also hownin figure 19 by all point having a 
flow factor les than 1 or an inlet pres ure capacity number 
o-r eater chan 0.12. This amount of oil flow can have either 
of two meanings. Fu' t, a condi tion that can be called tar-
vation is ocemring if the flow en tering the converging wedge 
is less than th.1t theol'eticall r equired. The second po si-
bili ty i that the surplu flow i negative, which would mean 
tha t oil is available around th e ends of the bearing and is be-
ing dr~Lwl) into the low-pressure ar ea, tbus adding to the sup-
ply of oil for the converging wedge. In ome te t machine 
a bead of oil can be seen around the enels of the bearing a t 
low ro ta t ive peeds, while at higher speed the bead of oil 
i thrown clear. 
Wb en s tarvat ion actu a.lly occ urs, i t would apparently mean 
tha t the film thicknes at the en trance of the converging 
wedge i no t completely filled over the full leno-th of the 
bearing. A the oil flow through th e wedge, it can be imag-
ined as spreading out leaving the entering cornel' unfilled. 
These are in a low-pre sure region of the oil film where th 
lack of oil would cause the leas t effect on th e tota.lload capac-
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ity. There is a pos ibility that thi condition of oil tarvation 
i fairly common at the higher rotative peeds if a single oil 
hole is used witbou t oil groove . 
In pa sing, it may be of interest to note that the denom-
inalor of the ratio denoting lhe oil flow number ha orne 
ph.v ieal ignifieance. The denominator of the oil flow 
number i equal to th theoretical flow of a bearing for the 
pecial ca e wh en n= 1, that is, when the journal is toucbi ng 
the bearing. 
The oil f lo\\' CUlTes stri ctl~T apply only to the bearing under 
te l,havingasmalloilinlet hole \\"ithout grooves. The oil flo\\-
dala given by ':'I cK ee (ref. 14) are in excellent agreement for 
the ingle-oil-hole ca e and ho\\- the increa e in oil flow ob-
tained by an a)..ial oil inl t groove. FigUTe 19 particularly 
ba the interesting po ibility of applying to bearings of 
other diameters. 
USE OF CURVES 
Figures 15, 17, and 19 ma)- be u cd a charls to facilitate 
rapid determination of the performance characteri tics of a 
bearing if the ,-arious items in the load number and inlet oil 
pressure arc kno\\-n. The bearing dearance hould be cor-
recled for thprmal expansion. Upper and lower limit of 
bearing dearance may be used to simulate production toler-
ance and wear. The viscosiLy de ired is that of tIle oil film 
and was approximated in th e e experimen ts from temperature 
read ings of thermocoupl embedded near the bearing smJace 
in the loaded area. If possible, tbe oil flow should be mea -
ured to determine a factor to be applied to the value of flo-ure 
19 to allow for the efrecls of yariations of oil groovi11O", which 
have not been determined experimentally in this report. 
If Lhe operating temperature is kno\\-n, the charts can be 
u ed to estimate the operating conditions. The chart arc 
particularly uspful to e tima te the effects of variou change 
on the bearing. Change whi ch affect the opera ling tempera-
ture, such a alteration of vi c08ity, oil flow, clearance, or 
speed, require an appro).imation of the new equilibrium tem-
perature. The chart may be used on a new de ign , where 
the bearing operating temperaturp is unknown, to determine 
value at t,,-o or more arb itrary temperature representing an 
allo\\-able temperature range. 
HEAT- DALA CE DIAG R AM 
Th e constru ction of a heat-balance diagram a suggested 
in figure 37 is aided considerably if an operating temperature 
at a different set of condition is already known , since some 
of the unknowns can then be cl etermin d. The temperature 
of a bearing will tabilize at a point where the h eat gen-
erated balance th e heat lost to t Il e oil flow plu the heat 10 t 
hy other mean uch as conduction , radiation, and convec-
tion. If calculations arc made at two or more arbitrary 
temperatures, a graphical olution similar to figure 37 can 
then be made of heat generated and heat 10 against a sumed 
temperature. few points of the line reprc enting other 
heat los es will be needed. The e points can be obtained 
from similar graph on the ame application for condition 
where the temperature i known. The equilibrium tem-
perature of the bearulg will be indicated by the point of 
t removed by oi I 
(per fig. 19) 
increases in oi I 
flow due to grooves 
Ambient -- •• 
temperature 
generated by friction (per fig. 17) 
of increase in oil flow 
-Assumed temperatures for calculalions 
temperature, no cooling other 
than oil flow 
Heat removed by other than 
flow (undetermined) 
011 film temperature 
FIGURE 37.- Heat-balance cur ves for e timat in g equilibrium oil film 
temperature. 
inter ection of the beat-generated and heat-dis ipated line 
on thi graph a illu trated in figure 37. 
In high-speed, high-load application where the ambient 
temperatme i high , it may be acceptable to a ume that a 
high percentao-e of tbe heat i transferred to the oil. In thi 
case, the intersection point represents a limiting or maximum 
temperature which will be reduced slightly by the remaining 
cooling. The heat-balance diagram how the relative effect 
of variou a umed changes on bearing temp rature, and a 
useful approximation of bearing temperature can often be 
reached even if complete information is lacking. 
H EAT GE ERATED DY FRICTIO A 0 POWER LO S 
A already discussed, the couple cau ed by the eccentricity 
of the load !lould theoretically be added to the bearing-
fri ction torque to give the journal-friction torque. If the 
bearulg i stationary, it i the journal-friction torqu which 
should be used in e timating the rate of heat generation 
and power 10 . The data for computing the additional 
friction due to the horizontal eccentricity ratio nh are given 
in figure 13. 
HEAT REMOVED BY OIL F LOW 
The heat removed by the oil flow i equal to the tempera-
tUre rise times the flo\\- rate in pound per minute time the 
pecific heat of the oil. The oil flow e timated, using the 
oil flow factor from figure 19, would be inc rea ed if oil grooves 
\\"ere present. ome data on the increa e are given by 
;"I cK ee (fig. 19) and by Clayton (ref. 1). orne experi-
mental data on the actual bearing or a imilar bearing would 
be valuable. 
M AXI M UM ECCENTRI CI TY AT EN DS OF A BEARI G 
After the operating temperature of a bearing has been 
determined by actual mea urement, or by estimating it by 
mean of the heat-balance graph, the eccentricity ratio of a 
theoretically straight shaft may be obtained from figure 14 
or 15. Correction may then b e applied to e tim ate the 
rna. imum eccentricity ratio at the ends of tbe bearing under 
actual condition . 
In figures 14 and 15 either the exp rimental line or the 
theoretical line may be used for predicting value of n The 
exp erimental line give values of n which are about 10 percent, 
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(a) Po it ion of bearing in rela t ion to journal fo r cases a and b. 
(b) 'a se a, journal axis parallel to bearing ax is a t cen ter of b arin g. 
(c) Ca c b, journal a xi in clined to bearin g axis at center of bearin g, 
FIGUlm 3 .-Effect of defl ection and mi a linement on eccentri city at 
ends of bearing. 
higher than tho e of the theor tical lin and which would be 
on the afe ide. The higher value were based on clearance 
mea m ed by the play method which r ead the minimum 
clearance b etween the h10'h pot on the shaft and the b ar-
inO'. If clearances in production are mea m ed by ring and 
plug gage, the eccentricity ratio might be nearly comparable 
with the e)..'Perimental data . 
The theoretical line in fi O' ul'e 14 or 15 may be used by 
altering the value of the centricity to allow for hill and 
valleys or wavine in the w-face. For example, if thi in-
accm acy i 0.0001 inch in a bearing having cr = O.OOl inch , 
the allowance to be added i equivalent to an n value of 
one-ninth of n. 
The following consideration hould be included in e ti-
mating the eccentri ity r atio in an actual bearing: 
(1) The clearance at operating temperatme i often 
con iderably altered from that at room temperature, and the 
plotted da ta are based on clearance at operating tempera-
ture. 
(2) If th bearing i 0 be opera ted a t very light load th 
effect of additional load due to inlet oil pre ure become 
appreciable. 
(3) Th radiu of CUl'vature of the shaft should be e ti-
mated and the deflection at the end of the bearing compu t d 
r elative to the center. The deflection can then be converted 
to an n value by dividing by the radial clearance and the 
r e ult add ed to the chart valu e of n. Two cases ari e ( ee 
fig. 3 ): 
(a) If the bearing axi an d the journal axis ar parallel a t 
th en ter of the bearing, fom-fifth of the deflection should 
be conver ted to an n value and added to the char value of n . 
A uming that th e deflection curve is a fom th-d egl'ec parab-
ola, the eccen tricity ratio will be decrea ed one-fifth at the 
center and incr a d four-fifth at the end , which COlTe-
pond to the method u ed in ob taining the curves . 
(b) If the journal axi i at an angle to the bearing axi 
at the bearing cen ter, the lope of the de flection curve will 
give a chanO'e in di placemcn t from the cen ter to one end . 
The full valu e of thi figure hould be conv r ted to an n 
value and added to the char t yalue of n to COITe pond to the 
method used in ob taining the char t. 
(4) Similar method of es timating the in na e in eccen-
tricity ratio a t the end of the bearing houle! be applied for 
mi alinemen t cau ed by diff' rences in th rmal expan ion of 
the bearing uppor t and for machining 0 1' as embly toler-
ance. If possible the bearing upports hould be designed 
o that their deflection co unteracts the deflection of the 
haft, and a corrcction for this can be introduced. 
The resulting e timated eccentricity ratio at the end of 
the bearing is a point considerably above the char t value 
hown by figul'e 14 0 1' 15. A erie of imilar point at 
different loads would give a line repre en ting n at the end 
of the bearing comparable with th theoretical curve. The 
difference in eccen tricity ratio between the cen ter and the 
ends of the bearing increases with bearing length and 
decreases with an increa e in bearinO' clearance. 
It hould be noted that th above procedW'e for deter-
mining the eccen tricity ratio at th e end of a beal'inO' con ti-
tute a quan titative method for evaluation of the effect of 
mi alinemen t on a bearing, if the angle is known. 
PRACTIC AL LIMITS OF ECCE TRICITY RATIO 
The operating limit of a bearing i evidently determined 
by the maximum value of the eccen tricity ra tio at any point 
within the bearing, and, if the bearing and journal are true 
cylinders, thi occur at the end of the bearing. oft 
bearing material will evidently wear-in or accommodate 
themselves to a table ruIDling condi tion, the bearing surface 
then becoming a curved urface imilar to the deflected 
journal W'face. In thi case it is the change in deflection 
with a udden increa e in load which become important 
rather than the total deflection. H owever, if the eccen-
tricity a t the end allow a suitable reserve of n value for 
overload, grit in the oil, machininO' and thermal variations, 
and so for th , littl difficulty or wear hould OCCUl' during 
running. Practical value of n can be t be determined by 
compari on wi th value from well-proven de iO'n of a 
similar character. 
It i probable, although it ha not been inve tigated experi-
mentally, that a olTelation exi t between the eccent ricity 
at the ends of the baring as predicted above and the oper-
ating condition at th point of the hook in friction CUl'ves. 
It has already been found using an earlier babbitt bearing in 
the machine u ed in the pre ent inve tigation that the hook 
point will progre toward more severe conditions with con-
tinued running, the fir t hook po sibly being of a very short 
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d uration. This is an example of the ability of babbitt to 
conform to a deflected journal, a sudd en cbange in deflection 
causing a temporary hook point. 
M EANlNG OF LOAD NU MB ER 
Th e load number or the capacity number can be wri tten in 
everal different forms by manipulat ing t be arrangement of 
the ter ms. In the exp ression fo r ('", canceling the diameter 
term in nu merator and denominator give one interesting 
('xpre ion 
(34) 
and ubstituting the total load P over ld for the uni t load on 
projected area p' produ ces other forms: 
(35) 
All of the relations arc l imi ted to the range of lid from }~ to 
1 which have thus far been inve t igated experimentally. 
Th e range in which the e relations are true i al 0 con id er-
ably limi ted by the increased deflection of a smaller diameter. 
Perh aps t he mo t important conside ration neglected in the e 
t heoret ical relat ions is t he efl'ect on visco ity that might 
re ult from a change in the bearing temperatu re. 
Equation (34) indicates that the capacity number and th e 
eccent ri city ratio of a given bearing are ind ependen t of bear-
ing diameter if the uni t loading and the bearing clearance arc 
held constant. This i to be in te rpreted to mean that, for a 
mall increa e in diameter , the bearing clearance mu t be 
con tant if the increased bearing area at the ame unit bearing 
10adinO" is to be taken advantage of. Large increa es in 
d iameter u ually requi re ome increase in bearing clearance 
fo r thermal cxpan ion or contra tion. 
Equation (35) indicate t hat t he capacity number and t he 
('ecent ri ci ty ratio of a bearing al"e independent of the diameter 
if t he bearing clearance is made proportional to the quare 
root of th e diameter, t he total load being constan t. This 
rate of increase in clearance may a pproximate man u fa ctu ring 
requir ements in some instances. 
R earranging the term in equation (35), 
(36) 
(3 7) 
Equation (36) ineli eate that if a co nstant rat io of diamete r 
to clearance is ma inta in ed the total load is inversely propor-
t ional to th e diameler if the capacity number and other var i-
ables arc ('on tanto 
Eq uation (37) ind icate that if a constant ratio of cI iamete r 
to clearance is mainta in ed the total load is inve rsely propor-
tional to t he clearance if t he capacity number and other 
yariab les are constan t. 
Th e verbal statements for both eq uations (36) and (3 7) 
n1"e id entical except for the change of the i tal icized words, 
wh ere diam eter i exchanged fo r clearance. It is to be 
noted that a proportionality has been a umed to exi t be-
tween the two factor . 
It may be hard to believe that the total load varie in-
versely as the diameter at a constant clearance ratio, but th e 
area can be considered to increase a the fir t power of the 
diameter in th e numerator, while the l id term change as th e 
second power oJ the diameter in the denominator. Holding 
the capacity number and n constant with inc rea ing diameter 
may be unnece arily evere, ince this re ult in an increase 
in minimum oil film thickne if the clearance ratio is constan t. 
Equation (34) and (35) indicate that the unit load i pro-
portional to l2 and the total load , to l3 for a given capaci ty 
number, if other variables are con tanto 
CIRCUMFE RENTI AL OIL GROOVES 
The effect of a ingle circumferential oil groove arouncl 
the center of a bearing may be analyzed by the use of the 
above equations. Circumferential oil groove are occasion-
ally used to prevent the cratching which may be cau ed by 
abrasive grit lodged in the edge of a simple oil inlet hole. 
Case I.-Con ider a bearing of l id of 1 or less with a nar-
row oil groove 360 0 around the bearing in the ccnter 0 that 
it become two bearing ide by side. R eferring to eq atio 
(34), if the area of th e oil groove i neglected , th e unit load 
p ' i th e same in each ease. The lid ratio is one-half it 
fonner value, and }1 , N', and Cd arc constant. Therefore . 
('n for the bearing with an oil groove i one-fourth it former 
value. Thi means that the effect of the oil groove on 
eccentri city ratio and oil film thicknes would be imilar to 
increasing t he load four t ime. To eliminate uncertainty in 
regard to a two-to-one errOr in the above, the result may be 
checked by a form of the equation includ ing the total load 
P uch a equation (35). For th e bearing with the oil groove 
each half carri e half the load , or P12: 
}1 'd ( l)3 Cn=- p 2 ? = One-four th of original value 
Ctl ~ 
2 
Case H .- If th e origin al bearing had an l id ratio of 2 or 
more, so t hat each half bad l id > 1, the e equations would 
not apply. In this ca e, a central oil groove i Ie harmful 
and may be beneficial by inc rea ing oil flow and resis tance 
to sc ratching. 
CONCLUSIO S 
The following co nclu ion may be drawn from the re ults 
of the inve Ligation of a short-bearing approximation for full 
journal bearin O" : 
1. The short-bearing appro)"TInation yields equation which 
give implifie 1 relationship among the bearing variables, 
y ielding single line curve \~'hen plotted again t the nOll-
dimen ionalloacl number. 
2. The shor t-bearing approximation and the ommerfelcl 
equations for long bearing may be considered as imilar 
type of olution ba ed on different as ump tioll , and each 
ha a range of length-diameter ratio in which iL i u eful. 
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3. After correction for haft-defiec tion and bearing-clear-
an ce change at running temperature, the experimental data 
obtained at length-diameter ratios of 1, %, and X on a 1%-
inch-diameter bearing are in good agreement with th e short-
bearing theory. Conclusions in regard to a length-diameter 
ratio of 2 sbould be withheld until additional data are avail-
able. 
4. The elastic deflection of the shaft ha a considerable 
effect on the eccentrici ty ratio at high loads and incr eases the 
eccentricity ratio at the ends of the bearing. 
5. The m ethod of predi ting ec entricity ratio at the ends 
of a bearing constitutes a m ethod for quantitative evalu ation 
of the effect of angular mi alinement and ela tic defiection 
on full journal bearings. 
6. The experimental curve establish the use of the load 
number a a basic nondimen ional variable for plain bearing 
whose length-diameter ratio is equal to or les than 1. The 
reciprocal of the load numb er is equal to the Sommerfeld 
number times th e sq nare of the length-diameter ratio . 
7. The form of the load number indicates that in tbe range 
of length-diameter ratios of 1 or Ie s and neglecting deflection 
and temperature changes: 
(a) Th e eccentricity ratio i independent of diameter if 
the running clearance varie a th e quare roo t of the di-
ameter , the total load being constan t 
(b) The eccentricity ratio is independent of diameter if 
the unit load and the running clearance are constan t 
(c) The total load capaci ty varies inver ely with either 
the diameter or the clearance if th e diameter-clearance 
ratio and the eccen tricity ratio are constant 
(d) The uni t load varie as th e length squared and the 
total load, as tbe length cubed for constant value of load 
number and other variables 
8. The plot of friction ratio against load number show the 
increase of fri ction wi th load as a ingle line, in relation to the 
friction at no load. 
9. The oil flow characteristics of a bearing are re iu ed to 
a ingle-line function of oil flow factor against inlet-pressure 
capacity number for bearings whose length -diameter ratio 
i 1 or Ie . 
CORNELL U IVERSrl'Y, 
I 'rHACA, N . Y ., June 12, 1953. 
APPENDIX 
INTEGRATIONS OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS IN EQUATIONS (14) AND (14a) 
For equation (14): 
r"n sin e cos ede r " co e X n Bin ede 
Jo (1 +n cos e)3 Jo (1 + n cos e) (1 +n cos e)2 
Substituting 
tben 
cos e 1 1 
(1 + n cos e) n n(1 + n cos e) 
r " [1 1 ] n in ede 
Jo n n (1 + n cos e) (1 +n cos W 
1 r " -n sin ede 1 r " -n sin ede 
= -; Jo (1 + n cos e)2+ ; Jo (1 +n co e)3 
= [ n(l +~ cos e)1 - [ 2n (1 +~ cos e)21 
=~ [( 1 1 n) - (1 ~n)J- 21n [ (1 ~n)2 (1 ~n)2J 
For equation (14a) : 
r '" n sin2 ede r " · ex -n sin ede 
Jo (1 + n cos e)3= - Jo sm (1 +n cos e)3 
By using 
u = sin e 
and if 
th en 
du=cos ede 
dv= -n in ede 
(1 +n cos e)3 
1 
v= 2 (1 +n cos e)2 
[ sin e ]"-0 2 (1 +n cos e)2 0-
[ 
in e J" 1 ( .. cos ede 
2(1 +n co~ W 0 -"2 Jo (1 +n co e)2 
1 ( " co ede 
= -"2 Jo (1 +n cos e)2 
1 ( .. [1 1 ] de 
= -"2 Jo ;-n(1 +n cos e) (1 +n cos e) 
1 r" de 1 r" de 
= -2n J o (1 +n cos e)+2n J o (1 +n cos e)2 
Using Sommerfeld 's substitutions 
de 
and 
1 +n cos e (l -n cos a) 
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then 
1 i ,,(1 -n2)1 /2 da (l -n cos a) 
-- X + 2n 0 (l-n cos a) (l-n2) 
1 f ir 1 f ir 
=-2n(1-n2)1 /2 Jo da+ 2n (1-n2)3/2J o (l-n cos a) cia 
=[ 2n(l ~n2)1/2I + 2n(1 ~n2)3/2 [a-n sin al~ 
7r 7r 
2n (l_n2)1/2+ 2n (1-n2)3/2 
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TABLE 1.- AMPLE LOG HEET FOR JOUR NA L DISPLA EME JT R U U ING AE 10 OIL WITH lfd=i, N=5,000 RPM, AND 
Po= lOO POU D PER QUARE INCH 
[Bearing(\\amelkr, I ~' in.; length , t y\. in.; diametral clearance at room temperature, O.oo232in.; bronze bearing; steel sbart with two journals; oil rod through one ~'.itl.-diam . hole at oach journ al] 
Capsule 
Shaft peed, pres· Time rotation rpm sure. 
Ib/sq in . 
(a) 
(a) Counterclockwise shaft rotation 
Displaccment by dials, in. 'l'emperature (OF) at t11ermocouple In-- ~ 
.0 
------~------~--------------~--------------------~--~-.------------------~--~--I ~~ 
CD 
. S T(\st bearing ;;; CD 
" 
c: 
.0 ... . i:: Lert Hight Left Right ~.8 vert!· vert!· hori- hor!· :g Load d side cal cal zontal zontal P:: 
0 4 6 
'l'e t bearing 
u. Un· 
" 0 Loaded side loaded iii side 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
'0 
£ ,... 
.:i ".;i 
16 24 
"'0 
" . ., ... 
f~ 
"" 8~ 
&~ 
sf 0 
0" 0. 
o » 
P:: E-< 
T est oil 
" H 
----- ---- ------- ------ ---- ---- ----- -- -- -------- ----- -- --- - - - ---- -- -------
4:13 CCW 5000 4.5 
CCW 5000 4.5 
C W 5000 7. 5 
C W 5000 10.0 
CW 1;000 12.5 
COW 5000 15. 0 
CCW 5000 20.0 
CC W 5000 25.0 
CCW 5000 30.0 
CCW 5000 40.0 
CC W 5000 50.0 
CCW 5000 60.0 
CW 5000 60.0 
CCW 5000 50.0 
OC W 5000 40.0 
CCW 5000 30.0 
CO W 5000 25.0 
OO W 5000 20.0 
CCW 5000 15.0 
CCW 5000 12.5 
CCW 5000 10.0 
CCW 5000 7. 5 
CCW 5000 4.5 
4:40 CCW 5000 4.5 
• C \IT , cOUJlterclockwise. 
Capsulo 
Time haft peed, pres· 
rotation rpm ure. 
Ib/sq In. 
(a) 
3:05 OW 5000 4. 5 
W 5000 4.5 
CW 5000 7. 5 
OW 5000 10.0 
CW 5000 12. 5 
CW 5000 15.0 
OW 5000 20.0 
CW' 5000 25.0 
OW 5000 30.0 
CW 5000 40.0 
OW 5000 50.0 
OW 5000 60. 0 
OW 5000 60. 0 
W 5000 50.0 
OW 5000 40.0 
OW 5000 30.0 
OW 5000 25.0 
OW 5000 20.0 
W 5000 15.0 
OW 5000 12.5 
OW 5000 10.0 
CW 5000 7. 5 
CW 5000 4.5 
~:40 C W 5000 4.5 
• OW, clock wi 
0.00021 -0.00020 -0.00006 -0.00009 152 158 156 153 153 156 157 160 150 146 149 158 151 156 156 156 133 
0.00017 -0.00017 0.00003 0.00004 ......•.. . ..........•..........................................•.............. 
0.00028 -0.00013 
0.00042 -0.00004 
0. 00050 0.00009 
~:~!~ 8:~~ .... ............ ---- .--. ---- ---- ---- -- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------
0.00020 0. 00040 :::: 158' :::: :::: 1:53' :::: :::: i57' :::: i4-- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 152' :::: :::: :::::: 
0. 00060 0. 00017 O. 00022 O. 00040 __ __ __.. __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ -- __ __ __ __ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- __ ----
0. 00075 0.00029 0. 00022 0.00040 ________________________ . __ . __ ______________________ .--. ---- -- -- ---- ---- ------
0.00083 0.00039 
0.00091 0.00049 
0.00105 0.00061 
0.00113 0.00072 
0. 00022 0.00040 :::: i58' :::: :::: 152' :::: :::: 157 ' :::: i47 ' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 151' :::: :::: :::::: ~: ~~ ~: ~~ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- .. -- ---- ---- .--. ---- .. ----0.00018 0.00035 ____________________________________ ---- ---- ________ ---- ---- .--. ---- ---- ------ S 
0.00121 O.COOSO 
0.00122 0.00080 
0.00015 0.00033 ____ 162 __ ______ 153 . __ . ____ 160 ____ 147 ____________________ 151 ____________ __ 
0. 00016 0.00033 ____________________ • __ . __ .. ________ ---- ---- ---- ---- .. -- ---- ---- ---- ---- . ----. I'J < 
0.00116 0.00070 0.00016 0.00034 ____________ . __ ... ____ ........ ______________________ ---- ---- ---- -- .. -- .. ------ rn 
0. 00106 0. 00059 
0. 00095 K~~ 0.00087 ~:~r8 g:~b :::: i58' :::: :::: i52' :::: :::: i58' :::: i46' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: i50' :::: :::: :::::: 0.00019 0.00040 ______________________ ...... -- .. ____ ---- ---- ---- --.. ---- ---- .... -- -- ---- --.--. 
0. 00074 0.00028 0.00019 0.00040 .. ______ .... __ __ ____________ __ __ .. __ .... --.... ______ ---- ---- ---- ........ ------
0.00059 O. 0c016 0.00020 0.00040 __________________ .. ________ ..... __ .. --. ---- ---- .--. ---- ---- --.. ---- .--. ------
0.00049 0.0000 0.00020 0. 00040 ____ 157 .. ______ 152 ____ . __ . 156 __ .. 146 . __ ... ______________ 151 . __ ... __ .. __ __ 
0.00042 -0. 00005 0.0001 0.00037 ____ ____ . __ . __________ ...... ____ __ __________________ .. -- ---- -- __ ---- ---- ------
0. 00027 -0. 0001 0.00011 0.00023 . __ . __ .. __________ .. __ .. __ .. ____ . __ . ________________ ---- ---- ---- .--. ---- ------
0.00017 -0. 00017 
0.00021 -0.00020 -~:= -g:~~ :::: 158'1==:: :::: 1M' :::: :::: 15S' :::: 147' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 156' :::: :::: :::::: 
(b) Clockwi e haft rota t ion 
Displaccmen by tlials, ill. Tern perature (0 F) at thcrmocou pie in--
" .0 
C)~ 
CD 
Te t bearing Test bcaring 
.S ;;; CD 
C) 
.S 
'0 
Left Hight Left Hight .0 .,~ U. Un· ~E " ~ vcrti- verti· hori· hori- t! Loaded side 0 Loaded sldo loaded C) 
'" cal cal zontal zontal C) P:: i"i side :§ ".;i H 
- - --
0 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 24 
;"";0 
" ~'". ~.!:l 
C)C) 
0.1= 
So EE 
s15 ~ 
0" 0. 
0 » 
P:: E-< 
0.00005 0.00010 -0.00003 -0. 00003 l58 159 156 152 152 155 156 l59 144 145 148 157 150 157 156 156 129 84 84 
0. 00602 0.00013 -0.00011 -0.00021 . __ . __________ . . . __ . ____ . __ ... __ . __ . ____ .... -- __ .... --.. ---- -- .... __ -- ______ .. 
~: ggg~~ 
0. 00041 
O.oooll -0. 00024 -0.00036 __ .. ______ .. ____ . __ ____ -- .. " __ .. __ .. __ --.. --...... ---- ---- ---- . __ . --
0.00015 -0.00033 -0.00051 
0.00025 -0. 00040 -0.00060 :::: 156' :::: :::: 152' :::: :::: i56' :::: i4S' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 152' :::: :::: :::::: 
0. 00047 0.00038 -0.00041 -0.00062 __ .. __________ ... __ .... -- ______ .... __ .... -- --.... -- ---- .--. --.......... "' __ 
0.00062 0. 00052 -0.00045 -0.00062 __ .... __________ . __ . __ .. -- ____ .. ____ .. __ " .. -- __ --.. --- .. -- ---- . __ . -- ______ __ 
0.00074 0.00065 -0.00045 -0.00062 .. __ .. __ -- __ . __ . -- __ ---- -- -- .. __ .... -- __ ---- -- -- .--... -- ...... -- . . .. --... __ . __ 
0. 00082 0. 00070 -0.00044 -0. 00060 ____ 156 ____ .... 151 .. . . ____ 156 __ .. 146 __ .. __ .... ____ .. ____ 151 __ .. __ __ .. __ .. 
0. 00094 
0.00106 
0.001l2 
0.00113 
0.00104 
0.00092 
0.000 I 
!I! ~!Il Hm : '~;~.-m ,~,;~: .~-~ "; :. ,~;:~ :::.--~:: m;· .:m ; 
~: ggg~ =8: ~!~ =~: ~~i :::: 156' :::: :~:: 150' :::: :::: 1.56' :::: 145' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 150' :::: :::: :::::: 
0.00074 0.00064 -0.00044 -0.00063 .. ____ .. ______ .. __ .. __ ... __ .. __ __ . _____ . . ____ ... --. "" . . -- . . __ . . __ . . __ ____ .. 
0.00064 
0.00046 ~: ggg~ =~: ~!! =~ ~~ :::: 155' :::: :::: 150' :::: :::: 155' :::: 1«' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 150' :::: :::: :::::: 
0.00039 0.00025 -0.00043 -0.00063 . __ . __ ... __ . __ .. __ .. __ .. ____ " " __________________ .. __ .. ________ ...... ______ __ 
0.00027 0.00015 -0.00037 -0.00057 __ .. __ __ . __ . __ __ ______ .. __ .. __ __ .. __ .. ____ ...... ______ ........ __ .. __ .. ______ __ 
0.00013 
0. 00001 
0.00012 -0.00026 -0.00042 
0.00012 -000016 -0.00025 :::: I.5S' :::: :::: 1.54' :::: :::: i6O' :::: 146' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 156' :::: :::: :::::: 
0.00005 0.00609 -0. 00004 -0.00010 ____ . __ . __ .... __ . __ . ______ . ... __ .. ______ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ __ __ .. __ ........ __ ... 
138 
136 
137 
137 
------
----··1 
4 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
160 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
4 
Te toil 
'" ~ 
"',.. eo 
:> • 
eB g~ 
S'" 
" E-< 
138 
136 
137 
136 
137 
137 
.; 
'" 
" ' . ~ .5 
'"0-
"'-!!!. ~~ 
~ 
" H 
4 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
4 
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T ABLE Il.- 'AMPLE LOG SH EET F OR FRI CTIOK AND OIL F LOW R UK USI NG SAE 10 OIL ' ''' ITH l/d= l , N= l ,OOO RP~j , AK D 
Po= 100 POUN D PER QU ARE INCH 
[BC3ring d iamctpr, H~ in.; length, I ~t in.; diametral clearance at room temperature, 0.00264 in.; bronze bearing; steel journal ; oi l fed through one ~-in . -d i a m. hole) 
;;; 
-5 rpcrnpcrat.urc (O F ) at t.hermocou ple in-
----,-_ .-.--
OJ; 
Shaft 
rota-
tion 
Cnp-
sule 
pres-
Surc, 
Ib/sq 
l\ [anom(llcr reading, 
in. of Bg Cali-
.S Test bearing 'rest bearin g 
~ 
Time 
3: 15 CC \\· 
cc w 
ce ll' 
cc w 
cc w 
ccw 
cc w 
cc w 
cc w 
ccw 
ocw 
CCw 
CCw 
CCW 
4:00 C W 
C W 
c w 
C W 
C W 
c w 
o w 
c w 
c w 
C W 
c w 
ell' 
C W 
C W 
Speed, 
r pm 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 Jooo 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
in. 
+ 
3.0 II. eo I I. 72 
5.0 11.00 II. . 4 
7.5 II. 00 11. 88 
10.0 11.00 II. 97 
10.0 {b 12.63 b 10.00 
' 9.00 ' 13.43 
10.0 11. 00 11. 88 
12.5 11.00 12.02 
15.0 11. 00 12. 11 
20.0 II. 00 12.22 
30.0 II. 00 12.53 
30.0 {b 13. 01 L 11. 00 
, 10.00 ' 15. 08 
30.0 11. 00 12.5.1 
45.0 I I. 00 12.93 
60.0 11. 00 13.35 
3.0 13. 12 I I. 00 
5.0 13. 12 11. 00 
7.5 13.02 11.00 
10.0 12.97 11. 00 
10.0 {b IS. 45 L 10.00 
' 12.00 ' 13.53 
10.0 13.00 I I. 00 
12.5 13.00 11. 00 
15.0 12.95 11. 00 
20.0 12.88 11.00 
30.0 12.73 11.00 
30.0 { b IS. 26 b 10.00 
, 12.00 ' 13.83 
30.0 12.72 11. 00 
45.0 12 . • )5 11. 00 
60.0 12.36 11. 00 
II CC' V, cou nterclockwise; c \r , clockwis(' . 
b A t front of bear ing hu b. 
, At rear of bear ing hub. 
bration <> 
.c 
torque, ~ 
in-Ib ;§ L oade'l side Loaded side 
Un-
loaded 
side 
--.--,---- --- -- - - E 
0 6 
o 
10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 24 ~ D iffer-cnee 
-0. i2 ____ . ____ 107 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 106 11 8 122 122 122 122 120 120 110 . 8 78 
-0.74 ____ . ____________________ 122 ____________ .• __ U9 ____________________ 120 
-0.88 __ . ______________________ 122 _______ . ________ 118 . ___________________ 120 
-0.97 _____ . ___________________ 122 _._. ____________ 11 8 _______________ . ____ 120 _______ _ 
b 2. 63 b I. 71 } 
'=~:* :;~ ~: ~~ : ::~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ :~~ - ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ iig-~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~: ~~~: ~~~: i~3 - ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ 
- 1.11 _________________________ 122 ________________ 11 8 ____________________ 121 ___________ _ 
-1. 22 _________________________ 124 ________________ 119 ____________________ 121 ___________ _ 
- 1. 53 _________________________ 124 ___ . _______ . ____ 119 ___________________ . 122 ___________ _ 
'~f: ~ _ :~~~~~ _ ~ ::: :::: :::: :::: ;;~ - :::: :::: :::: :::: ;;~ - :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ;;;-:::: :::: :::: 
- 1. 93 _________________________ 124 ______________ __ 120 ____________________ 124 ___________ _ 
-2.35 ____________ . ____________ 126 ________________ 120 ____________________ 124 ___________ _ 
2. 12 _________ 112 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 109 120 122 122 122 122 122 122 11 3 80 0 
2. 12 _________________________ 122 ________________ 120 ____________________ 122 ___________ _ 
2.02 ____________ . ____________ 122 ________________ 119 ____________________ 121 ___________ _ 
I. 97 _________________________ 122 ________________ 120 ____________________ 121 ___________ _ 
b5.45 b 1. 71 } 
c- l .53 C- l . 71 --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- .-.- --.- .-.- ---- .--- ---- --.- --.- ---- ---- ---- .-.-
2.00 _________________________ 122 ____________ . ___ 11 9 ____________________ 121 ___________ _ 
t~ =:::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: m :::: :::: :::: :::: lig :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: !~~ :::: :::: :::: I. 73 ___ __ __________ ___ _______ 124 _______________ . 11 9 _____________ _______ 123 ________ 79 
b5.26 b 1. 71} 
C- l. 83 C- l . i l - -- -.-- ---- ---- ---~ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- - - ----
I. 72 --------- ---- ---- ---- ---- 124 ____ 1 ____ ---- ---- 120 ---- ---- ---- -- - - ---- 123 ---- ---- ----
U~ =:::::::: :::: :=:: :::: :::: g~ :::: :::: :::: :::: gg :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: m :::r:: :::: 
Test oil 
136 100 
100 
137 100 
----
100 
100 
----
100 
100 
----
100 
100 
136 100 
100 
:2 
----
100 
~ ---- 100 
-< 
100 
w 136 100 
----
JOO 
----
100 
----
100 
----
100 
----
100 
.-.-
100 
----
100 
100 
136 100 
----
100 
.---
100 
.---
100 
----
100 
Oil now 
0.060 
0.068 
0.092 
0.127 
-------
-o'- j ~§" 
0.1 0 
g: ~~ 
----- --
-------
0.320 
0.350 
0.064 
0.071 
0.095 
0. 122 
-----_ . 
-----_. 
0.150 
0.172 
0.207 
0.255 
-------
-------
0.302 
0.335 
.S 
S 
--. --
2 
2 
2 
2 
-- ---
-----
2 
2 
2 
2 
--- --
-----
2 
2 
-- - --
-----
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TABLE TII.-SAMPLE CALCULATION HEET FOR JOURNAL DISPLACEMENT IN r SHAFT WITH TWO JO R TAL A TD 
AE 10 OIL WITH .£=~, =,~,OOO RPM , KD P o= l OO PO 'NDS PER SQUARE m CH 
[ Nominal b firing dimensions: d= 1% in.,I=' rio in., and Cd =0.00232 in. True bearing dimensions: d= 1.387in., 1=0. 8 in., i-OA96, (-!r)' -0.246, (T, T.T7). , - T,=9.5° F, <d=0.002025 in., 
(!!..) =O.683X 10' , (!!:..)' -0.46.'iX Ie' , and N'=83 .33 rps.] 
,Cd Cd 
Rider displacements, in. 
Capsule B earing Inlet 
hart pres· pres· pres· Right 
rots- sure, L 03d, sure, p', sure, Lert vertical Lert horizontal 
R igh t vertical horiz.ontal 
Lion P" P,lb Ib/sq p •. Ib/ Q in Ib/ q in. in. Lond Load Load Load Lo,d Load I 
Load 
(.) (b) (,) increa ing decreasing A verage increasing decreasing Averagt" increasing decreasing Average increa ing 
-------------
-----
eew 4.5 0 0 4 '0 -0 0 --0. 05X 10- ' ·0. 05XIO- · 0 .0 ·0 0 ' -0. 15XlO-· 
eew 4.5 0 0 100 -0.40X I0- · -0.40X I0'" -0.40XIQ-< 0.85 0.95 O. OOX 10-' O.30XIO- · 0.30XIO-I O. 30X 10'" 1.15 
eew 7.5 45.0 23.6 100 0.70 0.60 0.65 I. 75 1. 65 I. 70 0.70 0.20 0. 45 3.05 
eew 10.0 2.5 4:3. I 100 2. 10 2.10 2.10 2.35 2.35 2.35 1.60 1.50 I. 55 4. 35 
eew 12.5 120.0 C.2.9 100 2.90 2.80 2.85 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.90 2. 2.85 4.75 
eew 10.0 1.)7. 5 82.5 100 3.90 3.80 3.85 2.75 2.55 2.63 3.70 3.60 3.65 4.75 
ew 20.0 2:32.5 122.0 100 5.40 5.30 5.35 2.75 2.45 2.60 4.90 4. 4. 5 4.75 
ew 25.0 307.5 161. 0 100 6.20 6.60 6. 40 2.75 2.45 2.60 5.90 5. 5.85 4.75 
eew 30.0 382.5 200.0 100 7. 00 7.40 7.20 2.65 2.45 2.55 6.90 6. 70 6.80 4.75 
ew 40.0 5.32.5 279.0 100 8.40 8.50 .45 2.55 2.15 2.35 8. 10 7.90 .00 4.55 
eew 50.0 675.0 35i .0 100 9.20 9. 50 9.35 2.35 2. 15 2.22 9.20 9.00 9.10 4.25 
eew 60.0 832.5 435.0 100 10. 05 ---------- 10. 05 2. 10 -.-------- 2.10 10.00 --_.----- 10.00 4. 05 
ew 4.5 0 0 4 0 0 0 0.05 -0.05 0 0.05 -0.05 0 0.35 
ell' 4.5 a 0 100 -0.30 -0.40 -0.35 -0.75 - 1. 25 -1.00 0.35 0.25 0.30 -1.45 
ew 7.5 45.0 21.6 100 0.70 0.80 O. i 5 -2.05 -2.25 -2.15 0. 15 0.25 0.20 -2.95 
\V 10.0 82.5 43. I Ion I. 30 2.20 I. 75 -2.95 -3.35 -3. L5 0.55 0.5.5 0.55 -4.45 
ew 12.5 120.0 62.9 100 3.60 3.40 3.50 -3.65 -3.95 -3. I. 55 1.5.5 I. 55 -5.35 
ell' 15.0 157.5 82. !) 100 4.20 4.10 4. 15 -3. 75 -4.05 -3.90 2. :; 2.75 2. -5.55 
W 20.0 2.12.;; 122.0 100 5.70 5.90 5.80 -4.15 -4.05 -4.10 4.25 4.35 4.30 -5.55 
ew 25.0 307.5 161.0 100 6.90 6.90 6.90 -4. 15 -4.05 -4. 10 5.55 5.45 5.50 -5.55 
ell' 30.0 382.5 200.0 100 7.70 7.60 7.65 -4.05 -3. 5 -3.95 6.05 6.05 6.05 -5.35 
ell' 40.0 532.5 279.0 100 .90 .70 8.80 -3.65 -3.75 -3.70 7.25 7.05 7.15 -4. 95 
ew 50.0 675.0 354.0 100 10. 10 9.90 10.00 -3.45 -3.45 -3.45 .25 i.85 8. 0.; -4. 55 
ew 60.0 832.5 435.0 100 10.75 -----.---- 10.75 -3.40 -------_.- -3. 40 8.70 ---_.-_." .70 -4.15 
Rider displacement, in.- Continucd J ournal dis;:> lacemclH ~~ ~ 
at bpsriI1g: C('nter linC' , Eccentricit.y ratio 0.; 
.'" Load 
OITCC- in. Er:: $.~ Capac- num-
Right horizontal- Con . A verage or INt and righ t A " crage or (' \\' and Lion 2lO:: .~ 8. Oil vis- ity bcr, ce ll' ror shart bLh ".- cosity, Po, num-dc(\ection, "'~ reyns I 
---
Hori· 
-2';, .- " bc:r, en 0, in. Horizon Vcrti- Ra- >'" c. Vertical, f. zOI1t.a l , " Load ta l, .. ca l, n, dial,71 "'~ Average Vertical H orizonta l Vertical H orizontal 1/, ,,'" .-decreasing P1~ 0 (d) 
--- ---------------
------
'0.15X IO-' a 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 a a 159 8. I. 275XIO-<I '" 0 
I. ·\5 I. 30XIO-I -0.05Xlo-t I. lOX 10-1 -0.04XIO-· I. 21X10-I 0 -0.04X lo-I 1.2IX\()- t -0.004 0. 11 9 0.119 159 .8 1.275 '" 0 
3.05 3.05 0.5.5 2.3 0.51 2.54 O.09X lo-' 0.42 2.54 0.0415 0.250 0.253 158 8.9 I. 29 0.5200 I. 93 
4.45 4. 40 1. 83 3.3 1.49 3.66 0.17 I. 32 3.66 0.1 32 0.360 0.384 \.57 9.0 I. 305 0.2 0 3.47 
4. 75 4.75 2. 5 3.65 2.69 4. 15 0.2 1 2.4 4.15 0.244 0.4 10 0.477 156. " 9. I I. 32 0. 2000 5.00 
4.75 4.75 3.75 3.70 3.61 4.24 0.27 3.34 4.24 0.329 0.4 17 0. 531 156.5 9. I I. 32 0. 1530 6.53 
4.75 4. 75 5.10 3.68 5.07 4.2 0. 40 4.67 4.2 0.460 0.421 0.623 156.5 9. I I. 32 0.1030 9.70 
4. 75 4.75 6. 13 3.68 6. 16 4.26 0.53 5.63 4.26 0.555 0.420 0.695 157 9.0 I. 305 0.0772 12.94 
4.75 4.75 7.00 3.65 6.92 4. 16 0.66 6.26 4. 16 0.616 0.410 0.740 157 9.0 I. 305 0.062 1 16. 10 
4.45 4.50 8.23 3.43 8. 10 3.89 0.91 7.19 3.89 0.70 0.383 0.805 157.5 9.0 I. 305 0.044 5 22.47 
4. 15 4.20 9.23 3.23 9.1 3 3.60 1.1 7 7.96 3.60 0.7 5 0.355 O. 60 158.5 .9 I. 29 0.0347 2 .80 
--- .. -----
4.05 10.03 3.0 9. 3.43 I. 43 8.45 3.43 0.832 0.338 O. 97 159.5 I. 275 0.0279 35.82 
-0.35 0 0 0 
-\.85 -1.65 -0.03 - 1.33 
-3.5.5 -3.24 0.48 -2.70 a CC \V . counterclockwise; C\V, clock wise. 
-5.05 -4.75 I. 15 -3.95 
-5.65 -5.50 2.53 -4.65 b Area orlondingpiston=15.02Sq in. p = 15.02(p,-4.5) . 
-5. 75 -5.6f> 3.4 -4. i P 
-5.75 -5.65 5.05 -4. e P=2fd' 
-5.65 -5.60 6.20 -4.85 
-5.45 -5.40 6.85 -4.68 Z 
-5.05 -5.00 7.98 -4.35 I'=6.9XI0'· 
-5.45 - 4.50 9.03 -3.98 
• Dial read lngs rrom log heet red uced to zero value at cond ition or zero load and inlet o il pressur~ or 4 lbl q in . Journal isa sume 
.. _-------
-4.15 0.73 -3.78 to be in center of bearing at this condition . 
d 
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TABLE IV.- AMPLE CALC LATIO J HEET FOR FRICTION AND OIL FLOW 
l/d= l, N= I,OOO RPM, AND Po= 100 PO N D PER QUARE I NCH 
ING AE 10 OIL WITH 
[ NomUlal bearing dimensions: <l=I~~ in., 1 =I~t in., -i-I, an d cd=0.00264 in. True bearing dimensions: d=I.387 in., 1=1.375 in., -i-0.Q9, ( -i )'-0.9 , (T.-T.) =4° F, cd=0.00251 in., 
!£-0.551XI03, ( .!!:.-) ' -0.303XIO', N'=16.67 rps, sp. gr. of oil=O. 55, and F,=0.4 5 in-Ib/in . of Hg] 
Cd Cd 
Capsule BeariJlg A vcragc I A verage p,- 3.5. Load, pre Ufe, mano~· frictional pressure, Ib/sq P, lb p', lb/sq ct I dlff- torq ue P" Ib/ in. (a) in. 1~ceJ, lI-h in-ib sq. in. (b) of Hg . (e) 
-------
3.5 0 0 0 1. 42 O. 9 
5. 0 1.5 22.5 11. 1. 43 0.694 
7.5 4.0 60.1 31.5 1. 45 0.703 
10.0 6.5 97.6 51. 2 1. 47 0.713 
12.5 9.0 135.1 70.7 1. 51 0.732 
15.0 1l .5 172.6 90.5 1. 53 0.742 
20.0 16.5 248.0 130.0 1. 55 0.751 
30.0 26.5 39 .0 20 .5 1. 63 0.791 
45.0 41. 5 623.0 326.5 1. 74 O. 44 
60.0 56.5 4 .0 446.0 1. 55 O. 99 
a Area of loa~illg piStOll= 15.02 sq in . P = 15.02 (p,-3.5). 
b p'=~. 
lit 
c M,=F,X6Hg. 
d [ .=[ (t ) (-i)' 
=;!; (1.) (11)' 
.e F .i)''',/T 
If, - 2,,2I'dIN' (t ) 
Friction Friction Bearing 
variable, raLio, temper-
[ " F/F., aLure, (d) (e) T4, OF 
------
00 1.130 122 
24. 10 1.13 122 
9.13 1.153 122 
5.70 1.171 122 
4.23 1. 201 J22 
3. 36 1. 219 122 
2.36 1.310 124 
1. 55 1. 379 124 
I. 06 1. 470 124 
0.83 1. 617 126 
Oil Oil Oil Oil 011 Oil flow Capacity Load Average 
viscosity, viscosity, num ber, number, oilftow, flow flow, fl ow, Q, number, Z,centi- Il, reyns C. I/Cn Q •• , lb time, Q', cu in./sec q. poises (') min lb/min (e) (h) 
------------------
17.5 
17.5 
17.5 
17.5 
J 7.5 
17. 5 
16.5 
16.5 
16.5 
16.0 
2.54X I0'" 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.39 
2.39 
2.39 
2.32 
Z 
1'=6.9X I0' 
00 
1.066 
0.400 
0.246 
o. J7 
0. 139 
0.091 
0.0566 
0.0363 
0.0258 
It , 172 1 
Q=Q Xf,Z.4XO. 55X(j(j 
=O.54 Q' 
h 2Q 
fjn -= 7rdlcdN' 
2Q 
0 
0.94 
2.50 
4.06 
5.61 
7.19 
11. 00 
Ii. 66 
27.55 
38.80 
- .. X 1.375X I. 7XO.0025 IX IG.67 
=7.97Q 
0.0620 2.0 0.0310 0.016 0.134 
0.0695 2.0 0.0348 0.01 0. 150 
0.0935 2.0 O. OW 0.0252 0.201 
0. 1245 2.0 0.(1623 0.0336 0.268 
0. 1540 2.0 o.ono O.04J5 0. 330 
0.1760 2.0 0.0880 0.0475 0. 378 
0.2115 2. 0 0. 10 0.0570 0.454 
0.2615 2.0 0.130 0.0705 O.56J 
0.3110 2.0 0.1555 0.0840 0.670 
0.3425 2.0 0. 1713 0.0925 0.736 
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